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This dissertation proposes a geometrical model of musical chords and melodies based on 

the molecular bonding models, exploring music through a piano performer’s synesthetic 

mind that integrates auditory perception with visual geometrical shapes oriented in 

different dimensional spaces. The musical note itself is modeled as a solid sphere, two-

note chords as two solid spheres bound linearly, three- and four-note chords as polygons 

inside a hollow spherical space, and the melodies as contouring lines of a helix. These 

shapes are based on the atomic and the VSEPR (valence shell electron pair repulsion) 

molecular geometry model used in chemistry, considering each of the musical pitches as 

atoms. Because an atom is the basic unit of chemical connection in chemistry, a musical 

note, in my model, is the basic unit of musical composition.  

Chapter One introduces the connection between music, mathematics, and 

geometry with some example illustrations of spatial reasoning of musical notes. Chapter 
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Two explores theoretical systems that use geometrical shapes and spaces, such as Tonnetz 

and orbifold by music theorists, as well as alternative ideas of visualization of music by 

scientists. Chapter Three shows how to illustrate geometrical shapes of musical chords, 

relating to the VSEPR molecular model. The world-famous Pythagorean experiment that 

led to the development of the Western musical tuning system is the starting point of any 

chord models. The musical interval, often expressed as a fraction or decimal, is the basis 

to draw the interval edges of triangles by applying the trigonometric function. 

Amalgamating these concepts, I draw geometrical shapes of melody, intervals, and 

chords progressively into two-dimensional, three-dimensional, and possibly four-

dimensional shapes. Chapter Four employs the musical geometrical models in selected 

excerpts of piano solo music. Prominent and repetitive musical themes or patterns, which 

function like the blueprint or DNA of a particular composition, are selected and 

illustrated. Lastly, Chapter Five provides a summary of this study and suggests future 

projects that would help to find further connections between music and physical science. 

This study aims to demonstrate that music can be interpreted and visualized with 

geometrical figures that originate from the pianist’s scientific mind and performance 

perspective. In addition, this helps both musicians and scientists to integrate music, 

mathematics, geometry, and chemistry by linking isolated dots, thus making more sense 

of the study of music and/or science. The ability to integrate music with associated visual 

geometrical shapes would open up the senses, expand the mind, and stimulate the 

imagination of the audience with perceptions beyond the musical sound, emotion, and 

aesthetic. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

This study introduces musical geometries of chords and melodies using two models of 

spatial representation: a sphere and a helix. Distinct from other existing musical 

geometries in the field related to music theory, the idea of these geometries comes from 

chemical bonding analogy, specifically known as valence shell electron pair repulsion 

(VSEPR) molecular models, which illustrate different molecules as geometrical figures. 

Hence, a piece of music can be depicted and dissected like protein structures as primary, 

secondary, tertiary, and quaternary structures, according to its musical texture in the 

composition. The proposed musical geometries offer to interpret music, which is aural 

information, into visual images without altering the sound and its written score through 

the synesthetic mind of a piano performer. 

 

Motivation  

My first realization of having a photographic memory was when I was twelve, during a 

surprise middle-school Spanish literature test. Amazingly, I was able to recall my whole 

handwritten pages of lecture notes and answer the quiz questions. Eventually, I 

discovered that I can bring up certain images and locate a specific paragraph or pages of a 

book in my mind. During my final piano graduation recital at Buenos Aires Music 
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Conservatory Carlos López Buchardo, I also noticed that I was even able to turn the 

pages of the score inside of my head along with the occurrence of the music. Furthermore, 

when I studied medicine and science, particularly anatomy and human dissection, I was 

able to locate different organ systems spatially in different tomographic sections as I 

captioned the images in my mind. In biochemistry, I often studied the molecular 

structures of different chemical formulas of proteins on the computer, which are 

illustrated in a three-dimensional space so one can examine the orientations of the main 

geometrical domain from different planes.  

Since then, when I practice piano music, I often integrate the aural perception into 

visual images, generating simple and complex geometrical shapes as I connect dots and 

lines from hearing the musical pitches as I perform or listen to piano music. This 

integration of senses, which is known as synesthesia, is defined more comprehensively as 

“a hereditary condition in which a triggering stimulus evokes the automatic, involuntary, 

affect-laden, and conscious perception of a sensory or conceptual property that differs 

from that of the trigger.”1 Composers like Liszt, Scriabin, and Messiaen are known to be 

synesthetes who related music and color.  

To date, there is vast research of sound and color synesthesia with experimental 

results on the structural connectivity in the human brain between the frontal lobe and 

visual and auditory association areas; however, there are few formal studies that 

explicitly address the cognitive process of how auditory information is visualized into 

geometrical images. Although the purpose of this project is not the neurological study of 

 
1 Richard E. Cytowic, Synethesia (Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press, 2018), 3. 
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synesthesia, in this dissertation, I will reveal and formulate the framework of musical 

geometry as I visualize music with the notion of chemistry, connecting two distinct fields 

of music and physical science, exclusively mathematics, geometry, and chemistry. 

 

Preliminary Studies 

In my exhaustive review of the literature, it was evident that very little has been studied 

on the exploration and analysis of music with chemical bonding analogy, even though 

there are several dissertations, books, and articles written by theorists and scientists that 

relate geometry and music. Stephen C. Brown’s dissertation, “Dual Interval Space in 

Twentieth-Century Music,” introduces the graphical representation and orientation of 

non-zero dual interval classes in a Cartesian system, where the x-axis represents one 

interval class and the y-axis represents the other. Furthermore, he creates a dual interval 

space grid, where he highlights the notes of a selected musical excerpt within the thick 

border, in which the vertical y-axis is the harmonic dimension, and the horizontal x-axis 

the melodic dimension. For these illustrations, he suppresses rhythm from the actual 

music scores and re-registers the pitches to reveal underlying patterns of two-note 

intervals.2  

Elaine Chew’s MIT doctoral thesis, “Towards a Mathematical Model of Tonality,” 

introduces a spiral array model for an extended pitch space, where she represents human 

perceptions of pitches, chords, and keys in the same geometrical space, addressing the 

 
2 Stephen C. Brown, “Dual Interval Space in Twentieth-century Music.” Ph. D diss. Yale 

University (May 1999), 1–6. 
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question of how pitches generate a tonal center. This model is originated and elaborated 

from Shepard’s spiral pitch model. Her model consists of five concentric helices, in 

which the outermost helix is depicted with vertices of basic musical pitches while the 

internal helices are generated by connecting vertices called “centers of effect.” For 

instance, three-note chords are illustrated as triangles and located within the helical space. 

Inside of the triangles, three component pitches of major or minor chords intersect, 

forming the centers of effect. Subsequently, the model determines the major or minor 

keys according to these internal structures, generating tonal centers and their chord 

progression in a piece of music. While Chew uses multiple helices to study the music 

theory, my proposed model will be a single helical line with 7 turns maximum to 

represent the melodic texture in music as well as the pitch configuration of 88 musical 

pitches commonly displayed on the keyboard of pianos.3  

Godfried T. Toussaint, a computer scientist and electrical engineer, deduces 

music with mathematics and illustrates musical rhythms based on numerical evaluation, 

resulting in rhythmic geometrical shapes. His book, The Geometry of Musical Rhythm: 

What Makes a “Good” Rhythm Good? consists of extensive chapters on African and 

Caribbean rhythmic varieties that are illustrated with the same traditional diagram of a 

“clockface” or circle, which is used frequently to analyze atonal music in music theory. 

For example, he illustrates regular and irregular rhythmic patterns using circles, 

partitioning these circles with their characteristic pulses or beats; for instance, 12 pulses 

are assigned around the circle to denote kene foli rhythm, and 48 pulses for bembe and 

 
3 Elaine Chew, “Toward a Mathematical model of Tonality.” Ph.D. diss. Massachusetts Institute of 

Technology (February 2000), 31–58. 
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son. These rhythm-patterned circles are accompanied by additional presentations of 

histograms based on parameters of pulse and metrical weight, indicating the intensity of 

the rhythm to be played in percussion. Moreover, he provides the isomorphic property 

shared between rhythm and pitch, specifically comparing rhythmic pattern with 

chromatic scale, as he equally depicts the durational pattern of [2-1-2-1-2-1-2-1] of the 

kene foli rhythm in the pitch interval pattern of octatonic scale.4 Like the way Toussaint 

thinks of musical rhythm in two- and three-dimensions, my reasoning of musical pitch is 

similar, such as the concept of maximum evenness and proportion that deciphers into 

geometry. Toussaint’s book is one of the scarce resources that relates music with 

chemistry. Because I instinctively visualize music with shapes without any deduction 

behind it, in this project I will attempt to rationalize the geometry of musical pitch with 

my original idea of integrating pitch with atoms and musical pitch geometry as well as 

with chemical bonding models. 

Music theorists such as Jack Douthett, Clifton Callender, Peter Steinbach, and 

Robert Morris commonly arrange and illustrate voice leading using two different types of 

diagram: one is based on the musical notes, and the other is based on the musical chord. 

In note-based graphs, points represent single notes, and points connected with lines 

represent chords. Major and minor triads are often drawn with triangles that become the 

basic structure of Tonnetz, in which one can recognize the consonance and dissonance 

intervals as well as the parsimonious relationship of triads. Recently, Dmitri Tymoczko, 

 
4 Godfried T. Toussaint, The Geometry of Musical Rhythm: What Makes a “Good” Rhythm Good? 

2nd ed. (Boca Raton: CRC Press, 2020), 45–47. 
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among his numerous publications, introduced two-voiced music in a two-dimensional 

space created by the intersection of the x- and y-axes, generating vector lines. Then, he 

developed an extended portion of two-dimensionally ordered pitch space called Orbifold, 

where four quadrants contain sets of two-pitch sets in order. Additionally, Tymoczko 

represents three-voiced music in a three-dimensional space with its model of a triangular 

prism. Then, he illustrates triads in a cone shape, connected by triangular grids to 

represent the chordal progression as well as voice-leading classes. Finally, he develops a 

model that combines note-based and chord-based graphs, creating four-dimensional 

models such as a note-based octahedron contained inside of a chord-based cubic space 

and a series of nested tetrahedra to depict four-note chords voice leading.  

Unlike the traditional method of musical analysis, I will not rearrange the musical 

notes in a simplified way while disregarding the rhythmic and dynamic elements as well 

as articulations from the piano scores. The main motive of geometrical illustration is not 

for theoretical analysis but for deducing the cognitive process of audio-visual synesthetic 

experience that comes solely from musical composition and its sound in piano 

performance. Therefore, my primary focus of this project is to examine music from a 

chemistry standpoint by applying molecular bonding models to define the recipe for 

drawing musical geometries. Toward that end, this methodology will be applied to the 

published musical composition of selected piano music excerpts to demonstrate how my 

synesthetic connections of audio perception into visual abstract can be represented and 

explained evidently on paper. 
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CHAPTER ONE: MUSIC, GEOMETRY AND CHEMISTRY 

In the first chapter, I will define music and explore the linking of music with geometry 

and chemistry through bottom-up dissection of their basic concepts, ending with some 

examples of musical geometries applied to piano solo music. This interdisciplinary 

exploration of music, geometry, and chemistry will prepare the reader’s mind to associate 

music with abstract geometrical spaces and shapes, which, when aided by chemical 

bonding models, leads to a better understanding of the three distinct disciplines. 

 

Concepts of Music, Geometry and Chemistry 

Here, I will introduce some basic music terminology, and compare music with geometry 

and chemistry. Merriam-Webster defines music primarily as “the science or art of 

ordering tones or sounds in succession, in combination, and in temporal relationships to 

produce a composition having unity and continuity.” An additional meaning is, “vocal, 

instrumental, or mechanical sounds having rhythm, melody, or harmony.”5 By these 

definitions, we can think that music not only belongs to art but also to science. The 

emphasis of the melodic or the harmonic element of music in the latter definition leads us 

to think that the features of the musical sound can be categorized from the bottom-up as a 

 
5 Merriam-Webster dictionary, s.v. “music,” accessed on August 02, 2020, https://www.merriam-

webster.com/dictionary/music. 
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single pitch; a sequence of pitches, which makes a melody; and a combination of 

concurrent pitches, which makes harmony through multiple lines of melody (Figure 1-1).  

 
 
 

   
Figure 1-1: Single pitch (left), sequence of pitches (center), and combination of 
pitches (right) from Mozart’s Twelve Variations on “Ah vous dirai-je, Maman,” 
KV. 265. 
 
 
 

By listening to music from different periods of Western music history, one can 

observe the development of musical styles and classify them into two main major 

textures, as monophonic (single voice line) or polyphonic (multiple voice line). For 

instance, Figure 1-2 of the “Viderunt omnes” from the Mass of Christmas Day in 

Solesmes chant notation (copied around 900 AD) with its transcribed modern notation is 

a monophonic style, and Figure 1-3 of parallel organum (meaning two or more voices) at 

the fifth below from Musica enchiriadis (ninth century) is an early polyphony.6 From 

these score examples, one can observe the advancement of a single sequential line of 

musical pitches to dual intervals of pitches along with the improvement of musical 

notation.  

 
 

6 J. Peter Burkholder et al., A History of Western Music. 9th ed. (New York: W. W. Norton and 
Company, Inc., 2014), 35–86. 
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Figure 1-2: Solesmes chant notation (left) and transcribed modern notation (right) 
of “Viderunt omnes” from the Mass for Christmas Day.7 
 

 

 

Figure 1-3: Parallel organum at the fifth below, from Musica enchiriadis. 8 
 
 
 

In a similar way, geometry can also be thought of and categorized as shown in 

Figure 1-4. Zero dimension starts from a vertex or a point that is often represented with a 

small circular dot and has no dimension nor space (Figure 1-4.a). Next, a line can be 

drawn from this vertex with an infinite length, often drawn as a vector line (Figure 1-4.b); 

however, two points can limit this length of the vector, resulting in a measurable line 

segment with a certain directionality. This is one-dimension (Figure 1-4.c). Now, by 

 
7 Ibid., 36–37. 
8 Ibid., 86. 
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combining these two geometrical elements, vertices and lines, one can manifest planes 

and polygons like circles, triangles, and squares. These are all two-dimensional shapes 

(Figure 1-4.d). These basic polygons can originate three-dimensional figures and spaces 

such as spheres, tetrahedrons, and cubes by the addition of an extra dot and lines as well 

as by conceptually moving the two-dimensional shapes along an assigned plane or 

turning them over in a chosen axis (Figure 1-4.e). Finally, the combination of these 

polyhedrons can create four-dimensional figures and hyperspaces, as shown in Figure 1-

4.f, an octahedron within a spherical space. 

 
 

 
 

 

Figure 1-4: a. A dot (zero-dimensional); b. a vector and c. a line (one-dimensional); 
d. a triangle (two-dimensional); e. a tetrahedron (three-dimensional); f. an 

octahedron inside a sphere (four-dimensional). 
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Just as music is composed by pitches, mostly 88 notes arranged in 7 octaves of 12 

semitones on the piano, chemistry is made up of 118 atomic elements that are arranged in 

7 rows known as “periods” and 18 columns known as “groups” that are ordered by their 

atomic number, electron configuration, and chemical properties (see Figure 1-5). Among 

these elements, the first 95 elements are known to be found in nature and the rest of the 

elements were synthesized in the laboratory. In general terms, one can say that the metals 

are displayed on the left side and the nonmetals are on the right side of the periodic table. 

These chemical atoms become molecules through amalgamating different elements from 

simple structures to more complex ones like a protein.  
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Figure 1-5: Eighty-eight musical notes on the keyboard (top)9 and 118 atomic 
elements in the periodic table (bottom).10 
 
 

 

Typically, proteins are known to be polymers, composed of sequences of amino 

acids, which are three-dimensional arrangements of atoms connected by peptide bonds. 

The structure of a protein is conventionally categorized into the following levels: primary, 

 
9 Image from “Musical note name on a piano keyboard,” Piano-Music-Theory.com, May 28, 2016, 

accessed Oct. 12, 2020 at https://piano-music-theory.com/2016/05/28/musical-note-name-on-a-piano-
keyboard. 

10 Image from Lagowski, J. J., “Periodic table,” Encyclopædia Britannica, Oct. 04, 2020, accessed 
Nov. 08, 2020 at https://www.britannica.com/science/periodic-table. 
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secondary, tertiary, and quaternary, which are illustrated in Figure 1-6. The primary 

structure consists of the amino acid sequence, also known as a polypeptide chain, with its 

C-terminus and N-terminus orientation. The secondary structure consists of two 

configurations made by coiling or folding a polypeptide chain, resulting in an alpha helix 

and beta-plated sheet. The tertiary structure includes the three-dimensional structures 

called “monomers,” formed by compact folding and packaging of secondary structures. 

Lastly, the quaternary structure is also a three-dimensional structure that consists of the 

aggregation of two or more monomers that become a protein polymer. Depending on the 

number of monomeric subunits, the polymer is often called a dimer for two subunits, 

trimer for three subunits, tetramer for four subunits, and so on. With these definitions in 

mind, I will establish further concepts and analogies of chemistry in music, which will 

result in musical geometry models. 
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Figure 1-6: Levels of protein structure: primary, secondary, tertiary and 
quaternary.11 
 
 
 

Analogy: Musical Geometry from Chemistry 

Because I associate music with geometrical shapes conceivably based on the analogy of 

molecular bonding in chemistry, let me first propose to imagine a musical pitch with an 

atomic structure that can be observed at two different levels: microscopic “zoom in” and 

macroscopic “zoom out.” Microscopically, the central “solid” sphere of proton and 

neutron represents the principal musical pitch. And macroscopically, the electron orbitals, 

the sites of possible atomic connection, are the location of twelve possible musical 

pitches that are orbiting around the principal pitch and expecting another pitch connection.  

 
11 Images from “Organic Chemistry,” BIO 264: Anatomy & Physiology, Brigham Young 

University – Idaho. Accessed Aug. 20, 2020 at https://content.byui.edu/file/a236934c-3c60-4fe9-90aa-
d343b3e3a640/1/module3/readings/proteins.html. 
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(Figure 1-7). Therefore, I will depict the solid sphere of musical pitch as tiny dots that are 

considered as zero dimension—because any dot within the spherical space has no 

dimension. 

 

 

              
Figure 1-7: One musical pitch represented as a solid sphere.  
 
 
 
 

Because all atomic connections occur through an electron bonding system, the 

two-note chord is now represented by two solid spheres that are linearly connected and 

contained within a hollow spherical space. Again, the solid sphere represents the 

principal musical pitch, while the projections are the fixed positions of twelve musical 

pitches of different ranges that simulate the different levels of orbitals with the possible 

addition of upcoming musical pitch(es). In these orbitals, twelve musical tones are 

arranged in semitones. In Figure 1-8, the dual interval representation can be interpreted 

microscopically as linear between two solid spheres, making this a two-dimensional 

configuration; however, macroscopically, these two solid spheres will be contained 

within a hollow spherical space.  
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Figure 1-8: Two-note chord represented as a solid sphere with 12 possible musical 
pitch projections to be attached linearly. 
 
 
 
 

Similarly, three- and four-note chords are also sketched inside the hollow sphere 

as the musical pitches are rotating in orbit, surrounded by imaginary layers of orbitals 

that correspond to the different range of musical pitches as the pitch bonding occurs 

around orbits (Figure 1-9).  

 

 

    
Figure 1-9: Three- and four-note chords represented within a hollow spherical 
space. 
 
                  
 
 

Lastly, I propose that melodies can be represented by the spiraling lines of a helix, 

which I obtain from the following deduction. Suppose that we excise the layers of orbits 
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and reconnect the consecutive ends of layers together. Then, stretch and align them along 

the vertical axis, forming a helix in a cylindrical space. Next, I will suggest that we 

“zoom in” or visualize the helix microscopically so we can see metaphorically that the 

spiral line is composed of a collection of solid spheres of musical pitches arranged in 

semitones. Each turn of the helix now consists of one octave of 12 musical pitches; 

therefore, we can have a maximum number of seven turns in the helix, mapping all 88 

notes of the piano (Figure 1-10). 

 

 

                 
Figure 1-10: Helical space to represent melodic line. 
 

            
  

 Keeping this analogy in mind, I first perceive intuitively the opening chordal 

sequence of Cm-G-Cm-Co7-G in measure 1 of Beethoven’s Piano Sonata “Pathétique” 

(Example 1-1) as a combination of triangle and quadrangle shapes, contained in a hollow 

spherical space (Figure 1-11). For instance, the first C minor chord can be felt by touch as 

a combined structure of a triangle and a quadrangle contained within layered orbits of a 
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sphere created by the contour of musical pitches. By its sound, this C minor chord can be 

perceived as an octahedral shape by blending its component pitches into a balanced 

configuration that will be discussed in the later chapters. For now, the triangle represents 

the three-note chord of the right hand while the quadrangle represents the four-note chord 

of the left hand. Subsequently, this combined structure of first Cm chord merges into a 

single triangle of the next Cm chord, keeping the common pitches of C, E♭, and G in the 

same range, where the top triangle is placed. Later, the simple triangle shifts its 

orientation within a three-dimensional space of a sphere as the chord progresses (Figure 

1-11). 

 

 
  
Example 1-1: Beethoven’s Piano Sonata No. 8 in C minor, Opus 13, “Pathétique,” 
Movt. 1, m. 1 
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Figure 1-11: a–f. Musical geometry of Beethoven’s Sonata No. 8 in C minor, Op. 13, 
“Pathétique,” 1st Mov., m. 1. 
 
 
 
 
For another example, when I play the treble melodic line of Bach’s Prelude in C♯ minor, 

BWV 849 (Example 1-2), grounded on the bass C♯ note, what I see in my mind is a 

central sphere of C♯ with a line of helical pitches, where the melodic line contours along 

this helix as its composite pitches are connected downward to the bass C♯ (Figure 1-12). 

Likewise, when the left hand takes over the melodic line supported by the treble dyad of 

G♯-E, a similar image can be visualized as now, the two central spherical pitches of G♯ 
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and E are stuck together on the higher range, while the melodic pitches contour along the 

helical line, connecting to the central double-sphere of a two-note chord (Figure 1-13).  

 

 
Example 1-2: Bach’s Prelude No. 4 in C♯ minor, BWV 849, mm. 1–2 

   
 
 

 
Figure 1-12: Musical geometry of Bach’s Prelude No. 4 in C♯ minor, BWV 849, m. 1. 
 

 
Figure 1-13: Musical geometry of Bach’s Prelude No. 4 in C♯ minor, BWV 849, m. 2. 
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These two preliminary examples of piano excerpts provide three different musical 

textures that were previously mentioned in the Merriam-Webster definition and are 

translated into geometrical shapes: the triangles and quadrangles within the spherical 

space in Figure 1-11 represent three- and four-note chordal textures or “the combination 

of concurrent pitches”; the orange spiraling lines contouring the helix in Figures 1-2 and 

1-3 represent the scale-like monophonic melodic lines or “the sequence of pitches”; and 

the solid spheres represent the isolated single pitches. These illustrations of musical 

geometries are generated based on concepts borrowed from chemistry; specifically, on 

the atomic connections in molecular structures. The methodology of translating the 

musical sound into geometrical sketches will be explained in detail in later chapters, as 

well as its application in the selected piano work excerpts to identify the patterns and 

themes of selected compositions. 
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CHAPTER TWO: EMERGENCE OF MUSICAL GEOMETRY 

Investigating music with scientific objectives, ancient scholars thought and explored 

experimentally and/or metaphorically the relationship of musical pitch(es) with 

geometrical spaces. Their studies are the root of our current research studies in musical 

geometry by scientists and music theorists, and in this chapter, I intend to describe some 

of them. I will also point out similarities and differences between the existing models and 

my proposed models toward the end.  

 

An Overview of the Relationship between Music, Mathematics, and Geometry 

Today music is regarded more as an art rather than a science, while mathematics has 

always been known as and remains a science. In order to apply geometrical and spatial 

reasoning in music, one must first examine the rich history of the linking of music and 

mathematics—since both geometry and music arise from the system of numbers. For 

example, a triangle or a quadrangle could not be understood without previous knowledge 

of the numbers three or four, respectively. The interrelationship between these subjects 

goes back to the late antiquity, when the Greek mathematicians studied music with a 

scientific approach, quantifying the sound and harmony with mathematical numbers, 

ratios, and proportions. It is evident in the quadrivium, in which Boethius (c. 480–524) 

places music with arithmetic, geometry, and astronomy under the shared umbrella of 
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mathematics, proving the traditional view of linking music and mathematics.12 

Subsequently, the definition of these four subjects and the relationship of music with its 

sister subjects in the quadrivium are further discussed between a student and a teacher in 

Scholia enchiriadis, which was provided by an anonymous Frankish clergyman, in the 

ninth or tenth century. This dialogue focuses again on the relationship between music and 

its sister disciplines in the quadrivium, defining each of the component subjects of 

mathematics while reasoning the importance of prior knowledge of numbers as necessary 

in order to understand these subjects. In their dialogue, mathematics is defined as 

 theoretical knowledge that considers abstract quantities, [the quantities] which 
exist without matter, that is, (without) any touch of the physical, and which one 
deals with by mind alone. Now quantities include degrees of size and degrees of 
number, shapes, equalities and equations, proportions, and other things which, to 
use the words of Boethius, are incorporeal by nature, unchanging substances, 
things existing by reason alone.13   

 
Harmony, music, and geometry are then defined as teacher and student exchange 

thoughts. The teacher defines harmony as the concordant mixture of different sounds, 

while the music is the scheme of this concordance. Then, he defines geometry as the 

study of the magnitude of fixed objects and of shapes.14 Using the analogy that triangles 

or rectangles could not have been defined without the previous knowledge of numbers, 

the teacher states 

 [Music] is the study of notes in harmony and in discord according to numbers, 
which bear a certain relation to what one finds in the sounds themselves.15  

 
12 Susan Wollenburg, “Music and Mathematics: An Overview,” in Music and Mathematics: From 

Pythagoras to Fractals, ed. John Fauvel, Raymond Flood, and Robin Wilson (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 2003), 1–9.   

13 Piero Weiss and Richard Taruskin. Music in the Western World (Thomson Schirmer, 2008), 32–
34. 

14 Ibid., 33. 
15 Ibid., 33. 
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. . . for Music is entirely formed and fashioned after the image of numbers. And so 
it is number, by means of these fixed and established proportions of notes, that 
brings about whatever is pleasing to the ear in singing.16 

 
However, in the seventeenth century, music began to be appreciated more as an 

art than a science, owing to its creative and expressive aspects; while science was 

expanding from theoretical to practical knowledge. Susan Wollenberg provides a brief 

historical overview of music and mathematics, emphasizing the divergent duality of 

music in the historical, compositional, and educational dimensions. When music was 

considered solely as a science, she refers to Pythagoras (sixth century BC) as one of the 

main mathematicians who studied music as a subject of scientific investigation. His 

experiments gave rise to the famous Pythagorean tuning system and the doctrine of 

universal harmony that established the essential numerical relationships of the basic 

intervals of music.17 More recently, Neil Bibby has focused on the development of tuning 

and temperament in music as well as describing the development of mathematical ratios 

of musical intervals from the Pythagorean scale, just intonation, and ultimately equal 

temperament.18 Along with these tuning innovations, it is interesting to see the emergence 

of graphical mapping of musical pitches of one- or eight-stringed instruments, as well as 

a theoretical circle of C major scale, and the spiral of Pythagorean fifths.19  

 

 
16 Ibid., 34. 
17 Susan Wollenburg, “Music and Mathematics: An Overview,” in Music and Mathematics: From 

Pythagoras to Fractals, ed. John Fauvel, Raymond Flood, and Robin Wilson (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 2003), 3.    

18 Neil Bibby, “Tuning and Temperament: Closing the Spiral,” in Music and Mathematics: From 
Pythagoras to Fractals, ed. John Fauvel, Raymond Flood, and Robin Wilson (Oxford and New York: 
Oxford University Press, 2003), 13–28. 

19 Ibid., 20, Spiral of Pythagorean Fifths. 
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The Development of Musical Geometry  

To illustrate this, Peter Westergaard narrates an extensive historical perspective of 

musical pitches, providing various diagrams with spatial reasonings drawn from ancient 

Greek scholars to more recent examples dating from the mid-1980s.20 He provides 

coherent illustrations of how music pitch mapping has evolved. First, Boethius’s 

comprehensive charts of pitch using an eight-stringed lyre show that its scale is ordinal as 

each string’s pitch is higher than the next string, while a one-stringed lyre can play 

different pitches according to the actual spacing on the string (Figure 2-1). Next, 

Boethius depicts the pitch space in which the music moves. For instance, he depicts a 

map of three different pitches, indicating three possible interval formations (Figure 2-2, 

left) as well as a map of a whole tone relationship using a method of going up a fifth and 

down a fourth (Figure 2-2, right).21  

 

 

 
20 Peter Westergaard. “Geometries of Sounds in Time,” Music Theory Spectrum 18, no. 1 (1996): 

20. 
21 Ibid, 7–9. 
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Figure 2-1: Eight-stringed lyre (left) and one-stringed lyre (right).  
 
 
 

   

Figure 2-2: Three different pitches with their intervals (left) and whole-tone 
mapping (right). 
 

 
 
Westergaard also present a concentric spiral (Figure 2-3, left) and helical lines 

called “C. A. Ruckmick’s pitch helix” (refined by Roger Shepard as shown in Figure 2-3, 

right), which express the pitch range as high (“moving up”) and low (“moving down”).22  

 

 
 

22 Ibid, 11. 
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Figure 2-3: Westergaard’s spiral (left) and C.A. Ruckmick’s helix refined by Roger 
Shepard (right). 
 

 

             

Then, the author describes the evolutionary musical circle created by German 

theorists, showing the close key relationships, major and minor modes, and common 

tones between adjacent keys, as shown in Figure 2-4. These circles are known to be 

created by Johann David Heinichen (Dresden, 1728), Johannes Mattheson (Hamburg, 

1735) and David Kellner (Hamburg, 1737).23  

 

 
 

 
23 Ibid, 13. 
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Figure 2-4: Circles of J. D Heinchen (left), J. Mattheson (center), and Kellner 
(right). 
 

 
 

Finally, Westergaard narrates the working of Kellner’s baroque key circle into a 

table by Gottfried Weber a century later (as shown in Figure 2-5.a). The columns are 

arranged by perfect fifths between keys, and the rows display an alternating pattern of 

relative and parallel major and minor keys. This musical space is further elaborated into a 

doughnut shape or torus by wrapping the rows around to form a hollow cylinder (as 

shown in Figure 2-5.b), and then bending the cylinder into a circular, doughnut shape by 

joining the ends of the tube together (Figure 2-5.c).24  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
24 Ibid., 16. 
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  a.                                                  b.     c. 

 

Figure 2-5: a. Gottfried Weber’s table of key relationships; b. From Weber’s table 
into a torus; c. torus.  
 
 
 

Among these illustrations, Shepard’s pitch helix (Figure 2-3, right) drawn in the 

three-dimensional space interests me, as this structure is similar to my proposed musical 

pitch map of melodic texture. However, my deduction of spiral structure for pitch 

mapping comes from the atomic orbital model, in which an atom has different levels of 

orbitals that can be extended vertically within a cylindrical space by cutting and joining 

together the ends of successive orbitals layers. In the orbitals, the atomic connections 

happen by electron pairing between atoms. Therefore, one can imagine the helical line 

composed of microscopic solid spheres that represent the musical pitches of chromatic 

scale. 
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Basic Musical Sound Dimensionality  

Before I further describe the musical geometry presented by the most recent scholarship, 

it is important to mention how the evolution of Western musical composition evidently 

manifests a parallel with the human consciousness of spatial dimensions from musical 

sound. Just by glancing at musical scores, mathematicians would certainly identify the 

graphical elements of Cartesian coordinates on the scores. Typically, the compositions 

are notated in an imaginary two-dimensional space of the x-y axis, where the y-axis 

represents the musical notes in treble and bass clefs, and the x-axis represents the line of 

time dictated by beats and rhythms (Figure 2-6). In this musical space, the musical 

patterns are originated from the rising and falling of musical notes as well as from a 

stagnant, single repeated note.  

 

 
 

  

Figure 2-6: Representation of pentagram in Cartesian x-y coordinates. 
 
 
 
 

However, music is not only about notation but also about sound that has been 

played and interpreted by performer(s) communicating to the audience. Hence, the sound 
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itself can be imagined in different spatial dimensions in our mind. In this investigation, I 

will take into account the spatial model with respect to the “aggregate” quality of musical 

sound, which can be stated as follows: a single pitch can be thought of as a solid sphere, 

which is like zero dimension. The sequential combination of musical pitches, a melody 

line, which is often accompanied or in unison, can be depicted as a chain of solid spheres. 

The sound alone, leaving out the rhythm, contours linearly in one-dimensional space the 

same way that a melody flows horizontally. This can be thought of as a one-dimensional 

line; however, the melodic lines will be adopted along the spiral array or helix of a three-

dimensional cylindrical space. With the emergence of polyphony, the one-dimensional 

melody is now connected vertically to another single line of melody, forming a “dyad” in 

two dimensions. This can be expanded to multiple voices of harmony that demark the 

range of pitches, causing this music to be thought of initially in two dimensions, and 

subsequently, in three and four dimensions. Diverse examples of musical spatial 

dimension are shown through the excerpts of Mozart’s Twelve Variations on “Ah vous 

dirai-je, Maman,” K265 in Figures 2-7, 2-8, and 2-9 as zero dimension, one dimension, 

and two dimension, respectively. 
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Figure 2-7: Zero-dimensional musical sound from Mozart's Twelve Variations on 
“Ah vous dirai-je, Maman,” K265, Var. V, m. 121. 
 
 

  

               
                 

                                                         
Figure 2-8: One-dimensional musical sound from Mozart’s Twelve Variations on 
“Ah vous dirai-je, Maman,” K265, Theme, mm. 1–3. 
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Figure 2-9: Two-dimensional musical sound from Mozart’s Twelve Variations on 
“Ah vous dirai-je, Maman,” K265, Theme, mm. 1–2. 
 
 
 
 
More Musical Geometry by Recent Music Theorists and Scientists 

For the purpose of theoretical analysis, any trained musician can draw musical tones 

within a two-dimensional shape known as a “clockface,” or circle, where 12 pitches are 

assigned with numbers from 0 to 11, C to B, in the increment of a semitone or half-step. 

For instance, one could draw a line from a selected pitch, C, from one pole to its opposite 

pole, F♯, visualizing a straight line between these two opposite poles and representing a 

tritone relationship. Moreover, three- and four-note chords could be drawn generally as 

triangles and quadrangles, respectively (Figure 2-10). The connection of sequential 

whole-tone pitches could generate a hexagonal shape and so on, until a dodecagon could 

be drawn from all twelve chromatic pitch sequences. Many music theory books show the 
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clockface structures to illustrate the basic triads and some interval relationships in the 

circle, where the component pitches of a chord and intervals are marked with dots. It is 

also useful to do some mathematical operations such as transposition and inversion in 

atonal music analysis. With or without tracing lines between dots, one could visualize 

some polygon formation within the circle.  

 

 

 

Figure 2-10: Three-note C major chord represented as a triangle (left), and four-
note C7 chord represented as a quadrangle (right). 
 

 
 

Similarly, this clockface analytical technique is applied for studying the rhythmic 

patterns of African and Caribbean music by Godfried Toussaint. His idea of graphing the 

rhythmic patterns geometrically resembles my musical geometry model—we both 

account for evenness, proportion, and logical connection between vertices in a given 

spatial dimension. In the same way that I find connections between music and chemistry, 

Toussaint in chapter 24 of his book (The Geometry of Musical Rhythm, previously 

mentioned in the preface), describes the study of atomic crystals by crystallographer A. 
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Lindo Patterson from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in 1944. Patterson 

studied in depth the atomic structure of crystals by using X-ray diffraction with the idea 

that one-dimensional “crystals” are periodic patterns. Here, one “period” of crystal is 

wrapped around a circle, which is marked with lattices or “cyclotomic sets” that mimic 

the musical rhythms. This periodicity or cycle is compared with the keyboard on a piano, 

as the twelve musical notes are also repetitive, octave after octave. Hence, two- and 

three-dimensional geometric configurations are obtained through the illustration of 

various rhythmic patterns of “homometric” rhythms in the clockface diagram, which is 

the same technique used to analyze rhythm as well as pitch (Figure 2-11).25 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2-11: Clock diagram with identical geometry to illustrate rhythmic pattern 
(left) and pitch pattern (right). 
 
 
 
 

 
25 Godfried T. Toussaint, The Geometry of Musical Rhythm: What Makes a “Good” Rhythm 

Good? 2nd ed. (Boca Raton: CRC Press, 2020), 155–159. 
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Considering the dimensions of musical sound, Marshall Lefferts, the author of 

Cosmometry, has mapped the musical tone relationships from a two-dimensional circle of 

musical pitch into a three-dimensional polyhedron. He converted the two-dimensional 

circle of twelve tones, containing the tritone relationship between dyads of opposite poles, 

into a three-dimensional polyhedron that is in vector equilibrium, formed by a 

combination of flat triangular and quadrangular faces (Figure 2-12).26 This dimensional 

conversion is essential for my model, as I will assign fixed locations for twelve pitches on 

the surface of a hollow sphere when I draw chordal textures. Knowing that the surface of 

a sphere can contain twelve pentagons, I will depict a musical pitch with a solid sphere 

with twelve invisible lines of projections oriented according to the fixed position of 

musical pitch within its maximal pentagonal surface area on the hollow sphere. 

 

 

    
Figure 2-12: Two-dimensional twelve-tone circle (left) converted to three-
dimensional vector equilibrium (right). 
 
 
 
 

 
26 Marshall Lefferts, Cosmometry: Exploring Holofractal Nature of the Cosmos (Cosmometria 

Publishing, 2019), 76. 
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Now, let us focus on the musical geometry of triadic chords. Hugo Riemann 

(1849–1919), a music theorist and musicologist, summarizes it in his treatise, Handbuch 

der Harmonielehre, his theory of harmony, categorizing it into (a) practical or functional 

harmony and (b) dualism, which refers to the inversional relationship between major and 

minor triads.27 Neo-Riemannian theory, which is a transformational theory, originates 

from collective ideas of music theorists such David Lewin (1987), Brian Hyer (1989), 

Henry Klumpenhouwer (1994), and Richard Cohn (1997). The principal transformations 

of this triadic theory connect triads of different species, major and minor, and their own 

inverses and can be represented by a network of triadic chords using cyclic patterns of 

mappings in triangular or hexagonal shapes, which are illustrated in Figure 2-13. For 

instance, analyzing the hexagonal network of triadic chords (Figure 2-14, left), two 

congruent hexagons are connected by one shared common edge while three congruent 

hexagons share three common sides. The “R” side always connects chords horizontally, 

representing the intervallic relation of a perfect fifth. The “P” side connects chords by 

positively sloped segments, representing the interval of a major third. Last, the “L” side, 

which is negatively sloped, represents the interval of a minor third. The interior of the 

network of 12 hexagons represents the 12 musical pitches of the chromatic scale. Thus, 

the 12 major chords are represented by 12 distinct groups of three hexagons that are 

congruent to each other and contain the R-P-L sides, creating a chordal network called 

 
27 Ludwig Holtmeier, “The Reception of Hugo Riemann’s Music Theory,” In Oxford Handbook of 

Neo-Riemannian Music Theories, edited by Edward Gollin and Alexander Rehding (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 2011): 5. 
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Tonnetz.28 An interesting feature of this network is that the relative proximity of two 

hexagons in the Tonnetz indicates the acoustic consonance of the intervals between two 

musical pitches. The dissonances can be detected between two hexagons separated by an 

intermediate horizontal edge for a minor second, and two negatively sloped diagonal 

sides—where two hexagons are separated by an intermediate hexagon—forming a tritone 

relationship (Figure 2-14, right). 

 

  
Figure 2-13: Trigonal (left) and hexagonal (right) network of triads. 
 
 
   
 
 

 
28 James Walker and Gary W. Don, Mathematics and Music: Composition, Perception and 

Performance (Boca Raton: CRC Press, 2013), 223-224. 
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Figure 2-14: R-P-L sides of intervallic relationship of a hexagonal network of triadic 
chords. 
 
 
 

Other music theorists like Jack Douthett and Peter Steinbach also proposed a 

graph-based theoretical approach with parsimonious structures that have a high degree of 

symmetry and are independent of tonal centers. These authors explain relation definition, 

the new tool used to construct the parsimonious graph, whose vertices represent either 

consonant triads or seventh chords. Two chords are parsimonious when two common 

musical pitches are maintained; meanwhile, the remaining pitches are displaced by an 

interval of a half or a whole step (Figure 2-15).29 This parsimonious relationship is 

illustrated with a triangle, where the vertices are the triadic chords (Figure 2-16).30 Here, 

these authors construct a triangle based on parsimonious chords, which are represented 

with its vertices; however, in Chapter Three I will draw a triadic chord as a triangle 

where the vertices represent the component pitches of a triad. 

 
29 Jack Douthett and Peter Steinbach, “Parsimonious Graphs: A Study in Parsimony, Contextual 

Transformations, and Modes of Limited Transposition.” Journal of Music Theory 42, no. 2 (1998): 244. 
 
30 Ibid., 244. 
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Figure 2-15: Parsimonious consonant chords. 
 

 

Figure 2-16: A triangle formed of parsimonious chords of C major, C minor and  
A♭ major, and isolated G and E7 chords. 
 
 
 

It is interesting how these authors constructed another parsimonious graph using 

the two-dimensional circular shape of hexacycles that are weaved into a network of 

hexagonal Tonnetz. Ultimately, the Tonnetz becomes the three-dimensional shape of a 

chicken-wire torus, representing different hexatonic sets, as shown in Figure 2-17.31 

 

 

 
31 Ibid., 248. 
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Figure 2-17: Transformation of Tonnetz from a hexacycle (left) to a network of 
hexagons (center) and into the chicken-wire torus (right). 
 
 
 

This parsimonious relationship is also discussed by another music theory pioneer, 

Robert Morris. He uses extensive mathematical matrices to explain voice-leading spaces 

with triad transformations as the triangle flips on the Tonnetz space, as depicted in Figure 

2-18. This particular Tonnetz space, “Tn,” is described with the following descriptor: [x, 

y, z, w] = [4, 3, 1, 7], z = x – y and w = x + y.32 Tx represents the upward verticals, Ty the 

left-to-right horizontals, Tz the southeast to northwest diagonals, and Tw the southwest to 

northeast diagonals. 

 

 

 
32 Robert D. Morris, “Voice-Leading Spaces.” Music Theory Spectrum 20, no. 2 (1998): 188. 
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Figure 2-18: Triad transformation as triangle flips on the Tonnetz “Tn” [4, 3, 1, 7] = 
[x, y, z, w], z = x – y and w = x + y. 
 
 
 

As these Tonnetz are contained within the compositional space, Morris introduces 

a literal two-partition graph, called a Riemann Wreath, which is a network of nodes 

where each node contains a dyad or single pitch. Here, tracing the lines of Figure 2-19, 

one can find a series of overlapping major or minor triads.33 

 

 

 
33 Ibid., 194. 
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Figure 2-19: Riemann Wreath. 
 
 
 

For the purpose of musical analysis, these methods of connecting chords through 

common pitch(es) could be helpful in representing the progression of musical chords, 

where the chords are contained within a spherical space, which in my model would 

change the orientation of internal geometrical shapes in the successive spherical 

connection.  

Dmitri Tymoczko, a prominent music theorist who published A Geometry of 

Music in 2011, discusses the relationship of music and geometry using the commonly 

known mathematical operations and pitch set expressions, transcribing the music of two 

voices in an x-y axes to generate vector lines in a two-dimensional space. Eventually, he 

develops an extended portion of a two-dimensionally ordered pitch space called an 

“orbifold” that contains four quadrants of two-pitch sets in order. The relationship of four 

quadrants is like a Mobius strip, a square whose edge is given a half-twist and identified 

with its right. Then, Tymoczko produces a three-dimensional model for music composed 
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of three distinct voices. He depicts a chord in a triangular prism space formed by one of 

the four quadrants as its sides. The edges of the prism contain triple unisons, the sides 

with two couples of some pitch class. Augmented triads, dividing an octave into three 

equal parts, lie on the vertical line at its center. The major and minor triads are also 

depicted near the central vertical line, while the more uneven chords appear far from the 

center. The line in the center of the space connects chords that can be linked by voice 

leading, in which only a single voice moves by only a single semitone. This central 

structure is illustrated in detail as a cubic lattice (Figure 2-20).34  

 

 
 

          

Figure 2-20: A three-note chord space as a triangular prism.  
 
 
 

 Moreover, Tymoczko uses another three-dimensional model of three-note chords 

in a cone shape, assigning twelve-tone pitch numbers. The vertex, which represents the 
 

34 Dmitri Tymoczko, A Geometry of Music: Harmony and Counterpoint in the Extended Common 
Practice (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2011), 86. 
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augmented triad, divides the octave evenly. Here, the major triad and minor triad are 

located close to the tip. The triple unison occupies the kink in the cone’s singular base. 

The orthogonal projections create a triangular grid with a barycentric coordinate system 

of paired points representing the successions of chord types, and line segments 

representing the voice-leading classes (Figure 2-21).35 These musical geometries are also 

based on the triadic chords that are represented as vertices of the shapes; however, I 

represent the component pitches of a chord or isolated pitch as a vertex or solid sphere, as 

each sphere—a musical pitch—is like an atomic element.  

 

 
 
 

           

Figure 2-21: Three-note chords in a cone shape (left) and its view from the top 
(right). 
 

 

 
35 Dmitri Tymoczko, “Generalizing Musical Intervals,” Journal of Music Theory 53, no. 2 (2009): 

227–254. 
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Lastly, Tymoczko integrates preceding works of various music theorists (including some 

mentioned in this chapter) and introduces new models of voice-leading structure that 

amalgamate note-based and chord-based graphs, producing some examples of four-

dimensional polytopes. For example, he depicts a complex and high-dimensional figure 

by showing the duality between the note-based octahedron and the triadic chord-based 

cube (Figure 2-22) as well as tetrahedral models for four-note diatonic and chromatic 

chords.36 

 
 
 

   

Figure 2-22: The duality between the note-based octahedron and chord-based cube 
(left) and the tetrahedron model of the four-note chord of C7 (right). 
 
 
 
 

As mentioned in the Introduction, Elaine Chew’s doctoral thesis, “Towards a 

Mathematical Model of Tonality,” proposes a spiral array model for an extended type of 

 
36 Dmitri Tymozko, “The Generalized Tonnetz,” Journal of Music Theory 56, no.1 (2012): 1–52. 
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pitch space, as shown in Figure 2-23.37 This mathematical model consists of concentric 

helices that represent pitches, chords, and keys in the same geometric space. The spiral 

array model can be considered as an alternative generalized Tonnetz that represents pitch 

maps as a two-dimensional lattice structure. When this helix is wrapped around in a spiral, 

the pitch spatial model becomes a three-dimensional lattice structure. Now, higher order 

structures such as chords and keys are illustrated in the interior of the lattice space, 

allowing one to draw geometric structures that demonstrate the relationships between 

low- and high-level pitches. For instance, in Chew’s model, the distance between a 

particular pitch and a particular key can be indicated along its geometrical configuration 

and is represented as points within the spiral array space.  

 

 

          

Figure 2-23: Chew’s spiral array model with intervallic relationships. 
 
 

 
37 Elaine Chew, “Towards a Mathematical Model of Tonality” (Ph.D. diss., Massachusetts 

Institute of Technology, February 2000), 46. 
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While Chew’s model covers basic pitches, major chords, minor chords, and major 

keys and minor keys—which are represented on five concentric helices (shown in Figure 

2-23)—I will only depict one helix per a melodic voice. In my helix model, I include 

microscopic solid spheres of pitches positioned in semitones, and the helix theoretically 

can be drawn with a maximum of 7 turns that represent 88 keyboard pitches divisible into 

7 octaves. Figure 2-24 shows that Chew’s spiral array model consists of inner and outer 

helices. The outer helix is the pitch position, where the neighboring pitches are arranged 

like a circle of fifths. Spatially, the pitches are positioned every quarter rotation. The 

inner helix, on the other hand, is constructed by a convex combination of outer pitch 

points that depict major and minor chords and major and minor keys. For instance, Chew 

illustrated a triangle model to represent triadic chords with an internal point (called the 

“center effect”) that is formed by a convex combination of three pitch points. In short, 

these points represent triadic major or minor chords. Consequently, the outcome structure 

produces a second or even a third helix from the consecutive triads, major or minor, 

along the helix with their centers of effect.38 By examining Chew’s model in much the 

same way we study the structure of double helix DNA in biochemistry, we can measure 

the vertical neighboring musical interval as a major third apart and a perfect fifth apart 

along the helix.  

 

 
38 Ibid., 58. 
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Figure 2-24: A spiral array of musical pitches. 
 
 
 

 Here, I will point out a concept of quantum geometry in music that is discussed 

by Micho Durdevich, a mathematician. He introduces the idea of quantum geometry 

linked to music by relating the Pythagorean musical scale with a circle, creating an 

abstract tonality space where a single octave rotates indefinitely around the circle. He 

distinguishes this rotation mathematically, developing it by considering the frequency 

range as all positive real numbers and then identifying an octave space with a circle of the 

unitary complex numbers, where the Pythagorean perfect fifth or single rotation are 

represented with an irrational rotation. The idea that music is somehow quantum is 

explained by Durdevich as he expresses 

a discrete space, the partiture, morphs into a true music form, only after 
symbiotically enveloped by a geometry of sound. Such a geometry is inherently 
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quantum, as it connects the points of its discrete underlying structure . . . thus 
creating an irreducible continuum for a music piece. 39 
 

With this quote, I want to confirm that musical pitch is somehow related to the idea of 

atomic quantum structure because musical pitch in orbit, like an electron, cannot be 

studied with discrete points or parts of the orbitals, as they are in constant motion—like 

electrons. This is the reason why I previously mentioned that I will fix the position of 

musical pitch around a hollow spherical surface, estimating the maximum pentagonal 

area for each musical pitch. 

 Numerous studies demonstrate that music has been studied with various 

mathematical and geometrical approaches to analyze the harmonic progressions and the 

voice-leading chords found on the scores. However, nobody has studied music from a 

chemistry standpoint to generate two- and three-dimensional geometrical shapes of 

musical melodies, intervals, chords and progressions based on the analogy of the 

molecular bonding aspect. My unique approach of drawing triadic chords in two-

dimensional space serves to associate the basic concept of proportionality using the 

trigonometric function from the intervallic frequency that is often presented in wave 

graphs into a triangle with a calculation of angles that can form between different musical 

intervals. This idea would allow me to draw various kinds of geometries with 

combinations of musical pitches, starting from simple essential geometries to more 

complex combined structures. 

 

 
39 Micho Durdevich, “Music of Quantum Circles” in The Musical Mathematical Mind: Patterns 

and Transformations, Computational Music Science, eds. G. Pareyon et al. (Cham, Switzeland, 2017), 99. 
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CHAPTER THREE: METHODOLOGY 

The basic models of two-note intervals and tonal three- and four-note chords—which are 

depicted generally with linear, triangular and quadrangular or tetrahedral shapes 

respectively—derive from the initial development of Pythagorean interval ratios and his 

tuning system to an equal-temperament tuning system. Keeping the ideal interval ratios 

and their sounds in mind, I will apply the concept of stability of combined pitches with 

consonant and dissonant qualities of sound and the ranking of interval consonance 

resulting from Malmberg’s experiment in 1918.40 In the chemical bonding model, the 

formation of molecular geometries is based on Valence Shell Electron Pair Repulsion 

(VSEPR) theory, which is the ideal balanced distribution of electron pairs in the 

outermost shells of orbitals, optimizing the molecule in a “stable” state. This analogy of 

stability is applied to the consonant sound from the combination of components (pitch 

intervals) by sketching them in stable balanced shapes of musical geometries. After 

sketching the musical geometries of chordal texture, I will demonstrate the helical line 

model and its cylindrical space by drawing melodic texture using vector lines to represent 

the sequence of musical pitches. 

 

 
40 Constantine Malmberg, “The Perception of Consonance and Dissonance,” Psychological 

Monographs 25 (1918): 93–133. 
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Some Concepts from Pythagorean Experiment and the Western Tuning System 

Pythagoras’s discovery of numerical relationships governing the basic intervals of 

music—such as the octave, the fifth, the fourth, and the second—developed the cultural 

convention of the Western musical tuning system by attempting to divide the octave into 

smaller, musically satisfying steps. His scale was solely based on the ratios 4:3 (a fourth), 

3:2 (a fifth), 2:1 (an octave), 3:1 (a twelfth), and 4:1 (a fifteenth), which are based on the 

tetractys of the decad. The tetractys is an arrangement of points in the shape of a triangle, 

and it represents the first four natural numbers, whose sum is 10 (1 + 2 + 3 + 4 = 10). 

Only these intervals were considered consonances until medieval musicians considered a 

major third (5:4) and a minor third (6:5) as pleasing sounds, allowing them to be 

consonances.41  

Because the human ear noticed the basic notions of consonance and dissonance of 

two different pitches but could not quantify it, Pythagoras described intervallic 

relationships in terms of the length of strings translated into simple ratios relating to 

harmonic tones. As a result, a fundamental tone with a given frequency and its harmonic 

tones with frequencies that are integer multiples of the fundamental tone sound naturally 

good together. In physical terms, if the frequency ratio of the two notes has a low simple 

integer, then these two notes sound consonant to our ears. For example, a pitch with its 

frequency of 220 Hz sounds best when played with the notes of frequencies 440 Hz, 660 

Hz, 880 Hz, and so on, where unison has a ratio of 1:1 and an octave a ratio of 2:1. These 

important ratios were the basis for the construction of the musical scales from which 

 
41 Eli Maor, “Musical Temperament,” Music by the Numbers: From Pythagoras to Schoenberg 

(Princeton University Press, 2018): 70–71. 
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Pythagoras generated new pitches, manipulating the intervals while filling the gaps in the 

scale—in which a whole tone has a ratio of 9:8, which is identified through the 

mathematical process of the difference between the fifth (3:2) and the fourth (4:3), and 

various sizes of “semitones” such as a ratio of 256:43.42 However, this system needed to 

be modified and reconstructed to incorporate more consonant thirds and sixths.  

  “Equal Temperament” has been the most commonly used temperament system in 

Western music since the early twentieth century. It divides the octave into twelve equal 

(“even-tempered”) semitones, creating consistent interval relationships that allow 

unlimited transposition. Here, the number 12 is the commonality between musical tones 

and the Pythagorean ratio from mathematical experiments, which explains why music has 

12 tones. In 1581, Galileo Galilei’s father, Vincenzo Galilei, proposed that the scale 

constructed from equal semitones with a ratio of 18:17 approximates the octave ratio of 

2:1.43 Similarly, Simon Stevin (1548–1620) suggested making the semitone’s interval 

equal to 2^(1/12), an irrational number; therefore, preserving the octave’s frequency ratio 

of 2:1 again.44 Pythagorean whole tone ratios are 9/8, which is equal to 1.125; however, 

Simon Stevin defines the whole tone interval as two semitones, which can be expressed 

as 2^(1/12)  2^(1/12) = 2^(1/6), which approximates 1.1225.45 Still, this system does not prove 

to be exact or purely rational, since the semitone intervals are represented by irrational 

 
42 Neil Bibby, “Tuning and Temperament: Closing the Spiral,” in Music and Mathematics: From 

Pythagoras to Fractals, ed. John Fauvel, Raymond Flood, and Robin Wilson (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 2003), 13. 

43 Ibid., 25. 
44 Ibid., 25. 
45 Neil Bibby, “Tuning and Temperament: Closing the Spiral,” in Music and Mathematics: From 

Pythagoras to Fractals, ed. John Fauvel, Raymond Flood, and Robin Wilson (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 2003), 25. 
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numbers; however, this equal temperament system is the method that has consistent 

interval sizes that allow for unlimited transposition. 

 The combinations of musical tones are perceived as either consonant or dissonant. 

Mathematically, intervals formed by the combination of a fundamental frequency with its 

higher harmonic frequency that are related by small integer ratios have been considered 

consonant—smooth or pleasant. On the other hand, intervals with large integer ratios 

have been considered dissonant, or unpleasant. Similarly, Schoenberg defines 

consonances as the closer, simpler relations to the fundamental tone, and dissonances as 

those more remote, more complicated. Accordingly, the consonances are the first 

overtones, and they are more nearly perfect the closer they are to the fundamental tone. In 

other words, the closer they lie to the fundamental tone, the more easily we can grasp 

their similarity to it, the more easily the ear can fit them into the total sound and 

assimilate them, and the more easily we can determine that the sounds of these 

overtones—together with the fundamental tone—are “restful” and euphonious, needing 

no resolution.46 Otherwise, it would be considered as dissonant. Consequently, 

Schoenberg lists the octave as the strongest perfect consonant after the unison, followed 

by the fifth and the major third. The minor thirds and the major and minor sixths are in 

part not related to the fundamental tone in the ascending direction. He remarks that the 

fourth, known as an imperfect consonance, is in relation to the fundamental tone in the 

descending direction and that this interval could be part of the perfect consonances. 

Schoenberg considers the major and minor seconds, the major and minor sevenths, the 

 
46 Arnold Schoenberg, Theory of Harmony, trans. Roy E. Carter (Berkeley and Los Angeles: 

University of California Press 1978), 18–22. 
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ninths, and all diminished and augmented intervals as dissonant intervals.47 These 

sensations, however, depend on the cultural context of a musician. The perception of 

consonant or dissonant sounds in isolation can be recognized across musical styles and 

cultures, but perceived musical consonance or dissonance depends on the learning aspects 

of musical culture. In order to support this musical culturalization, Schellenberg and 

Trehub summarize the past results of several studies conducted on the perception of 

simultaneous and sequential tones for judgments of consonance and dissonance, 

categorizing the subjects as (1) musically trained versus untrained, and (2) culturally 

American and untrained versus Japanese with Western or traditional music preferences.48 

Predictably, when musically trained subjects heard intervals played on the piano during 

Constantine Malmberg’s experiment conducted in 1918, the rank of consonance from 1 

to 12 was as follows: octave, perfect fifth, major sixth, major third, perfect fourth, minor 

sixth, minor third, tritone, minor seventh, major seventh, and minor second.49 Keeping 

this classification in mind, I will use the ideal frequency ratios that are often presented in 

physics or music theory books to illustrate the new proposed musical geometry models. 

In addition, it is important to clarify that these ideal frequency ratios are not absolute in 

real time, as the tuning can be slightly changed by many factors. The application of the 

previously mentioned rule of consonance—where the lower integers of the fraction are 

generally more consonant than intervals with higher integers—results in the ranking of 

consonant intervals that supports the organization of musical intervals from the most 
 

47 Ibid., 22. 
48 Glenn Schellenberg and Sandra Trehub, “Frequency Ratios and the Perception of Tone 

Patterns,” Psychonomic Bulletin and Review 1, no. 2 (1994): 195. 
49 Constantine Malmberg, “The Perception of Consonance and Dissonance,” Psychological 

Monographs 25 (1918): 93–133. 
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consonant to the most dissonant. They are as follows: from unison and octave, perfect 

fifth, perfect fourth, major sixth, major third, minor third, minor sixth, major second, 

major seventh, minor seventh, minor second to tritone (see Table 1). 

 
 
 
Table 1: Interval Size and Corresponding Interval Name, Frequency Ratio50 and 
Rank Order of Consonant Judgment51 
# of semitones Name Frequency Ratio Order of Consonant 

Judgement 
0 Perfect unison 1:1 = 1 N/A 

1 Minor second 16:15 = 1.067 11 

2 Major second 9:8 = 1.125 8 

3 Minor third 6:5 = 1.2 6 

4 Major third 5:4 = 1.25 5 

5 Perfect fourth 4:3=1.333 3 

6 Augmented fourth or diminished 
fifth or “tritone” 

45:32=1.406 12 

7 Perfect fifth 3:2= 1.5 2 

8 Minor sixth 8:5=1.6 7 

9 Major sixth 5:3=1.667 4 

10 Minor seventh 16:9=1.778 10 

11 Major seventh 15:8= 1.875 9 

12 Perfect octave 2:1=2 1 

 
50 Michael LoPresto, “Measuring Musical Consonance and Dissonance,” The Physics Teacher 53 

(2015): 225. 
51 Glenn Schellenberg and Sandra Trehub. “Frequency Ratios and the Perception of Tone Patterns.” 

Psychonomic Bulletin and Review 1, no. 2 (1994): 195. 
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Some Concepts from Chemistry and Valence Shell Electron Pair Repulsion 
(VSEPR) Theory 
 
In chemistry, an atom, which is often classified as metal or nonmetal, is the smallest 

particle of elements on the periodic table. Each atom contains a very small nucleus 

composed of positively charged proton(s) and neutron(s), surrounded by a much larger 

volume of space containing negatively charged electron(s). When two or more atoms are 

bonded, it is called a molecule. In the periodic table, the atomic elements are arranged in 

increasing order of their atomic numbers as well as in groups with similar properties. In 

chemical reactions, the nucleus of each atom remains unchanged while the electrons can 

be added to atoms by transfer (gain or lose) and sharing of electrons among atoms. The 

quantum mechanical model of atoms describes the probabilistic position of electrons 

according to the mathematical wavefunction, which is known as orbitals. The chemical 

connectivity is based on VSEPR theory, which predicts the two- and three-dimensional 

geometrical configuration of atoms in a molecule, arranged in Lewis structures and 

originally formulated by Gillespie and Nyholm in the late 1950s.52 The VSEPR model 

predicts molecular shapes that minimize electrostatic repulsions between electron pairs, 

including lone pairs, by maximizing the distance between them. The basic shapes are 

linear geometry for two pairs of electrons around a central atom; trigonal planar geometry 

for three pairs; tetrahedral geometry for four pairs; trigonal pyramidal geometry for five 

pairs; and octahedral geometry for six pairs. These VSEPR geometry models are 

 
52 Brian W. Pfenning and Richard L. Frock, “The Use of Molecular Modeling and VSEPR Theory 

in the Undergraduate Curriculum to Predict the Three-dimensional Structure of Molecules,” Journal of 
Chemical Education 76, no. 7 (1999): 1018. 
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illustrated in Table 2 in simplified version and Table 3 in full version.53 In Table 3, the 

lone pairs of electrons are indicated in the geometrical models, which are extra electrons 

that do not participate in the molecular bonding but keep a balanced geometrical structure. 

Using this analogy, I connect this concept of lone pairs with the omitted note(s) in chords, 

as musicians sometimes do not play all notes of that compose a chord for better voicing. 

In addition, the Octet Rule is considered to predict the number of bonds that an atom can 

form in a chemical bonding, in which each atom is allowed to have a maximum number 

of eight valence electrons in the outer orbital shell that gives it the same neutral electronic 

configuration as a noble gas. For the proposed model, one pitch figuratively has a 

maximum number of 12 pitches to be connected to it and its stability will depend on the 

consonance of the sound. 

 

 

 
53 “VSEPR theory.” Oxford Reference, accessed November 17, 2020, 

https://www.oxfordreference.com/view/10.1093/acref/9780199204632.001.0001/acref-9780199204632-e-
4298?rskey=sMs71u&result=4761. 
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Table 2: Simplified version of VSEPR geometry models54 

 
 
 
 
Table 3: Full version of VSEPR geometry models55 

        
 

54 Brian W. Pfenning and Richard L. Frock, “The Use of Molecular Modeling and VSEPR Theory 
in the Undergraduate Curriculum to Predict the Three-dimensional Structure of Molecules,” Journal of 
Chemical Education 76, no. 7 (1999): 1019. 

55 “VSEPR_geometries.PNG.” Wikimedia Commons, accessed November 11, 2020, 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:VSEPR_geometries.PNG. 
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Methodology 

Using the analogy of this chemical bonding model, I will categorize my models 

according to the number of component pitches and their general geometry. Let’s first 

consider each musical pitch as an atomic element. A pitch is illustrated as a solid sphere 

or solid dot on paper, like the core structure of an atom that is surrounded by orbits. In 

each cycle of an orbit, I will state that there are 12 different pitches moving constantly 

around like the electrons of an atom in quantum spaces. As I reiterate, there will be a 

maximum number of 12 possible pitch connections in each orbital boundary that can 

happen to a musical pitch. For instance, the musical pitches in harmony can be drawn by 

connecting the pitches in the orbital line, a three-dimensional hollow sphere, where 

approaching pitches establish in the boundary of the sphere, which is arranged in seven 

layers that mimics the seven different octaves of keyboard instruments. Each layer of 

orbital or sphere is like a two-dimensional pitch clockface.  

The lines between musical pitches can form two- and three- dimensional internal 

structures within the hollow sphere that represent the intervals or chords. Like 

Durdevich’s concept of quantum geometry in music, I consider musical pitches and 

sounds as something quantum, moving constantly in orbit in wave-like or circular 

patterns.56 Without the mathematical calculation, one can simply and generally imagine a 

two-note interval/chord like a linear structure, drawn between two solid spheres of 

musical pitches; a three-note chord as a triangle; and a four-note chord as a quadrangle or 

tetrahedral. To represent it on paper, I will fix the location of 12 musical pitches on the 

 
56 Gabriel Pareyon et al., The Musical-Mathematical Mind: Patterns and Transformations 

(Springer International Publishing AG, 2017): 99–110. 
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surface of a sphere. Knowing that a sphere can be sectioned into 12 pentagons like a 

soccer ball, let’s pretend that each fixed area of a pentagon represents the musical pitch, 

where all 12 pitches then are arranged into existent order of the circle of semitones. This 

can be visualized with the aid of ball-and-stick modeling, which is frequently used by 

chemists to study organic compounds. 

Chords of two, three, four, five, six, and seven notes can be drawn into two- and 

three-dimensional shapes that are contained within a spherical space. A single melodic 

line, composed of a sequence of musical pitches within the same and different ranges, 

will be illustrated around the helical line, producing a cylindrical space.   

For an optimal and logical distribution of component pitches of chords in 

geometrical models, I have outlined the following criteria: 

1. Two-, three-, and four-note tonal chords are within the same range of an 

octave; therefore, I will omit the labeling of musical pitch range that 

usually are assigned as A0 to C8. 

2. However, five-, six-, and seven-note chords are within difference ranges, 

covering two octaves. Hence, labeling of pitch ranges will be necessary. 

3. All models will be drawn at microscopic “zoom in” and macroscopic 

“zoom out” levels. At the microscopic level, detailed edges and/or angles 

will be indicated in the musical geometries. 

4. The spatial closeness in geometrical shapes is not necessarily related to the 

closeness in musical pitch intervals. However, the consonance and 
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dissonance will help position the component pitches—depending on the 

ranking of consonance—closest to the assigned intervals. 

5. For chordal models, I suggest visualizing these musical geometries as 

contained within spherical pitch spaces; however, to facilitate drawing it 

on graph paper, I will temporarily exclude the pitch space in the basic 

musical geometry models. 

6. The melodies will be presented along or within the helical line. The 

musical pitches are arranged and named according to the same labels of 

keyboard note notation, from A0 to C8. Its sequence of musical pitches is 

drawn with vector lines to differentiate the edge lines of geometrical 

shapes of chords from the melodical line. 

7. The models omit rhythmic and articulation elements of music. 

 

A. Two-note intervals/chords as Linear Musical Geometry 

Applying the VSEPR molecular model to music, I would propose that two-note 

intervals/chords (Example 3-1) will be considered microscopically and macroscopically 

as linear. At the macroscopic level, this can generally be depicted with two solid spheres 

that are linearly connected within a spherical space, as is shown Figure 3-1.a. In Figure 3-

1.b, various musical intervals are presented microscopically with their corresponding 

lengths of lines, obtained from the interval frequency ratios in Table 1. Here, I consider 

enharmonic pitches as the same sound, based on the equal temperament of the piano. 
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Example 3-1: Two-note intervals within an octave range 

 

 

          

  

Figure 3-1: (a) General representation of the macroscopic level and (b) microscopic 
level of two-note chords with their corresponding lengths.   
 

a. 

b. 
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B. Three-note chords as trigonal planar musical geometry 

The musical geometry of three-note chords, known as triads, is generally illustrated as a 

triangle at the macroscopic level (Figure 3-2.a). However, at the microscopic level these 

chords can be drawn with triangular geometries, including the detailed values of their 

edges and angles, which are shown in Figures 3-2.b–e. These component values of the 

triangles are again determined according to the numerical values of the pitch frequency 

ratios, listed on Table 1, and the angles are calculated using the cosine function of 

trigonometry. Let me first demonstrate the CM triad, and successively, Cm, C♯5, and Co 

chords in Figure 3-2.b–e; C6/3 and C6/4 chords in Figure 3-3; and Csus4 and Csus2 chords in 

Figure 3-4. Notice the symmetrical triangle model for chords C♯5 and Co in Figure 3-2.c–

d, and the mirror image of musical triangles of Csus4 and Csus2 chords in Figure 3-4. 

 

 

Example 3-2: Three-note musical chords of CM, Cm, C♯5 and Co chords 
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Figure 3-2: (a) General representation of three-note chords at macroscopic level and 
musical geometry models of (b) CM, (c) Cm, (d) C♯5 and (e) Co chords at 
microscopic level. 
  
  

a. 

b. c. 

d. e. 
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Example 3-3: Three-note chords of first inversion (left) and second inversion (right) 
of CM 

 

 
Figure 3-3:Musical Geometry Models of C6/3 (left) and C6/4 chords (right). 
 

         

Example 3-4: Three-note musical chords of Csus4 and Csus2 

 

  
Figure 3-4: Musical geometry models of Csus4 (left) and Csus2 (right) chords and its 
mirror image relationship. 
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Here, I will describe step by step how to draw a three-note chord musical 

geometry, using a C6 chord (E-G-C) as is outlined in Figure 3-5. First, I determine and 

assign all possible intervals measuring from E as shown in step 1 of Figure 3-5. So, there 

is a minor third from E to G, a perfect fourth from G to C, and a minor sixth from E to C. 

Then, I will write next to these intervals their corresponding frequency ratios as presented 

in Table 1. The intervals of  E-G, G-C, and E-C are positioned spatially according to their 

vertices of the triangle, as  E, G, and C. I recommend choosing the longest interval, 

which is the interval ascending from E to C and then, positioning the left-out pitch, G, at 

the height of the triangle, as is illustrated in Figure 3-5, step 2.a. For ease of drawing on 

the graph paper, I will multiply the segments by 4, converting these unitless numbers into 

a unit of measurement, in centimeters (cm). The segments of this triangle are: E-G (minor 

third) = 4.8cm, E-C (minor sixth) = 6.4cm, and G-C (perfect fourth) = 5.3cm (step 2.b). 

Now, by using the numerical values of intervals, which is the distance or length of the 

edges of the triangle, I calculate the angles between these segments. Given the cosine 

function and calculating the angles by substituting the numbers (shown in step 3), I have 

determined that the angle between the C-E and E-G intervals is 55 degrees, the angle 

between E-G and G-C is 78 degrees, and the angle between G-C and C-E is 47 degrees. 

Finally, the resulting triangle of C6 is complete with its indication of pitch vertices, 

interval edges, and angles as represented in step 4 of Figure 3-5. 
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Step:1 

   
   

 
 
Step 2.a:    

   
 

 
 
 
Step 2.b: 
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Step 3: 

  
 
 

 
  

Step 4:    

 
Figure 3-5: Outline drawing of C6 musical triangle of three-note chord model. 
 
 
 
 

Before I proceed to four-note chord models, I want to discuss the special cases of 

three-note chords, which are C7 (omit 3) and C7 (omit 5) that are actually derivatives of four-

note “seventh” chords for better voicing in musical harmony. Additionally, I want to 
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emphasize the concept of electron pairs in the full version of the VSEPR model presented 

in Table 3, where there are two kinds of electron pairs—bond pairs and lone pairs. In a 

molecule, these electron pairs repel each other and somehow adopt an optimal geometry 

that moves electron pairs as far apart from each other as possible to minimize the 

electrostatic forces between these electron pairs. The analogy of electron pairs in music is 

akin to these chords with omitted or “shadow” notes that seem to be part of the harmony 

but are absent. Here, the overtone series plays the role of “filling in” notes in omitted note 

chords. According to the culturalization of musicians, one could internally hear the 

missing note or just hear the way it sounds in real time. In Figure 3-6.a, I present C7 (omit 3) 

and C7 (omit 5) chords based on their actual sound with triangle models. Their alternative 

geometries, in which the missing notes act like the lone electron pair placed farther apart 

from the component pitches, are also depicted as a subcategory of the tetrahedral shape, a 

trigonal pyramid (Figure 3-4.b). Their theoretical full chords will be illustrated in the 

geometrical models of four-note chords in the next section. 

 
 
 
Example 3-5: C7(omit3) and C7(omit 5) chords 
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Figure 3-6: (a) Triangular musical models based on their actual sound and (b) 
triangular pyramidal musical models based on the theoretical chords. 
 
 
 
 
C.  Four-note chords as quadrangular or tetrahedral musical geometries 

The musical geometry of four-note chords, which are traditionally termed the “seventh” 

chords, can generally be drawn as quadrangular or tetrahedral geometries at the 

macroscopic level, depending on musicians’ discernment of consonance and dissonance 

of these chords (Figure 3-7.a). With the same methodology described in the previous 

section on three-note chords, allow me to start demonstrating major seventh variant 

chords at the microscopic level as shown in Figures 3-5.b through 3-5.f. The dominant 

seventh, minor seventh, half-diminished, and fully diminished chords are illustrated later. 

a. 

b. 
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b. 

c. 

d. 

a. 
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Figure 3-7: (a) General representations of four-note chords at macroscopic level and 
musical geometry models of (b) Cmaj7, (c) Cm (maj7), (d) Cmaj7 (♭5), (e) Cmaj7 (♯5) and 
(f) Co. 
 
 
     

 Before illustrating minor seventh chord variants, I suggest listening to Cmaj7 and 

dominant C7 chords, and comparing their sounds. Depending on your individual 

judgment of consonant and dissonant chords, the initial two-dimensional quadrangular 

model of major seventh chords can be compared to the three-dimensional trigonal 

pyramidal model of minor seventh chords, as I consider major seventh chords more 

consonant than minor seventh chords. Here, I apply the analogy of minimizing electron 

repulsive forces, where two-dimensional quadrangular models place the dissonant 

intervals as far as possible while three-dimensional trigonal pyramidal models bring the 

consonant intervals closer to each other. Next, I will draw the minor seventh variants and 

then discuss this geometrical change in the four-note chord model. In Figures 3-8.a 

e. 

f. 
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through 3-8.d, I depict two possible musical geometries for C7, Cm7 and Cm7(♭5). In these 

chords, the B♭ of the minor seventh interval seems to bring together musically the 

component pitches of CM and Cm triads, while geometrically, the pitch vertices of the 

triangle meet at the optimal center point inside the triangle, creating another dimensional 

axis to produce a tetrahedron. Figures 3-8.a and 3-8.b attempt to show that a two-

dimensional quadrangle can be folded to create a three-dimensional tetrahedral while 

keeping the same edge lengths of the two disparate geometries. This seems to occur in the 

fully diminished chord Co7 too. Therefore, I prefer to imagine C7, Cm7, half- and fully 

diminished chords as three-dimensional tetrahedral geometries than two-dimensional 

quadrangles. 

 

 

          

a. 
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Figure 3-8: Two possible musical geometry models of (a) C7, (b) Cm7, (c) Cm7(♭5) and 
(d) Co chords. 
 
 
 

 
Finally, in Figure 3-9, I sketch two additional four-note chords, C7(♭5) and C7 (♯5) in two-

dimensional quadrangular shapes by applying the reasoning and the analogical concept of 

b. 

c. 

d
. 
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minimizing the electron repulsion in chemical bonding theory. To prevent the repulsive 

forces between electrons within a molecule, these electrons are set farther apart. Here, 

dissonant sounds are treated like the electron repulsive forces; hence, I place the 

component pitches of these four-note chords in a two-dimensional space, drawing them 

as quadrangular shapes. Apparently, the major second interval in both chords seems to 

break the harmonic balance of pitches and their intervals. 

 

 

       

      
Figure 3-9: Quadrangular musical geometry of (a) C7(♭5) and (b) C7(♯5). 
 
  
 

 Again, just as VSEPR predicts molecular geometry by the balance of “repulsion” 

of electrons, the new musical geometry model will be balanced based on the consonant 

a. 

b. 
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and dissonant qualities of the sound. Geometrically, the musical sounds that are 

considered consonant will produce a shape that arranges the components pitches as close 

to each other as possible, and dissonant sounds will produce a shape that positions the 

component pitches farther from each other. In the four-note chord structures that I 

presented earlier, Cmaj7 and C7, I drew musical geometries by placing the component 

pitches in favorable positions, building from the earlier model of three-note chords and 

deciding whether these chords would be a two-dimensional quadrangle or a three-

dimensional tetrahedral by the addition of major or minor sevenths. In reviewing the rank 

order of consonant judgment, the statistical result of studying the perception of 

consonance and dissonance is as follows: on the scale of 1 to 11, in which the lower rank 

number is the more consonant interval, major seventh is ranked 9 and the minor seventh 

is ranked 10. Although visualization of musical geometry depends on the listener’s 

musical culturalization and perception, I personally identify the Cmaj7 chord as more 

dissonant than C7 chord. As previously mentioned, the musical note B♭ seems to bring 

the rest of the component pitches of C7 geometrically closer to each other, making the C7 

chord more consonant in sound. On the other hand, the musical note B seems to set apart 

the components pitches of Cmaj7 evenly, creating geometrically a symmetrical 

trapezoidal shape. Therefore, I draw Cmaj7 as a quadrangle and the dissonant quality of 

this chord puts its component pitches in an optimal far-apart position, while the C7 chord 

becomes a tetrahedral, positioning B♭ closer to component pitches C and G but farther 

away from E (Figure 3-10).  
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Figure 3-10: Musical geometries of Cmaj7, a quadrangle (left) and C7, a tetrahedral 
(right). 
 
 
 
D.  Melodies as helical musical lines 

My last proposed model is a successive winding of the helical line to depict melodic 

texture in music. As we often use “line” in terms of a melodic “line” or a particular 

SATB voice “line,” the helical line seems to be inherently appropriate to represent the 

melodic texture of musical composition. Along with this idea, in science, we often 

present the double helix DNA structures to depict the generative base pairing in the 

reproduction of any kind of cell, cell repair, and precise protein synthesis. Again, all 

chemical and biological molecular structures are composed of basic units of the chemical 

element known as the atom. As previously stated, the atom has a central structure called 

the nucleus, in which neutrons and protons are located and surrounded by orbitals, where 

electrons are constantly moving around. For instance, the simplest atom, hydrogen, has 

only one electron in the lowest energy orbital with an infinite number of possible orbitals. 

Applying this atomic structure analogy to the musical pitches, I propose that any 

individual musical pitch can be depicted with the same structure shown in the left side of 

Figure 3-11 with unlimited directions and layers of orbitals, where the musical 
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connections supposedly happen along the orbital boundaries. Melodies are a sequential 

connection of musical pitches within the same or different high and low musical ranges, 

and so these orbitals can be manipulated to generate a continuous spiral line that 

represents all twelve chromatic pitches and their range. 

 

 

          
Figure 3-11: Atomic structure analogy to be applied to musical pitch structure (left) 
and with excision to the layers of orbitals (right). 
 
 
 
 

To illustrate the latter assertion, I will excise these layers of orbitals at one point 

(Figure 3-11, right) and move the fragmented orbitals along the vertical axis, creating an 

abstract three-dimensional cylindrical space. Here, I ignore the radial distances of the 

orbitals because electrostatic forces are not applicable to musical pitches. Therefore, the 

suggested musical pitch configuration A0 to C8 happens along the helix and its musical 

ranges are denoted by n0 to n8. One full turn of the helix represents all twelve chromatic 

pitches within one octave, creating two distinct pitch spacing relations: vertically, one 
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octave apart; and along the helical line, a semitone or half-step apart (Figure 3-12). This 

helix model is similar in structure to Shepherd’s and Chew’s spiral array models. 

 

 

 
Figure 3-12: Proposed musical geometry of all twelve pitches and range to represent 
melodic texture along the helix and cylindrical space. 
 
 

 

Finally, the sequential pitches of musical melody will be indicated with orange 

vector lines for their directional purposes. Hence, if the melody has more chromatic or 

scale-like patterns, then these vector lines will contour more closely to the lines of the 

helix. Moreover, musical illustration of melodies with few musical notes and 

continuously repeated patterns can be extracted from the helical structure and drawn as 
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an isolated musical pitch structure of a solid sphere. For the repeated notes, the solid 

spheric pitches will be represented as an aggregate of spheres on the helical line. 

The next chapter will apply the proposed geometrical models of three- and four-

note chordal and melodic textures to selected excerpts of piano solo music composition. 

With these examples, I will apply the concept of protein structures that are traditionally 

studied from microscopic to macroscopic views, discerning them as the primary, 

secondary, tertiary, and quaternary structures introduced in earlier chapters. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: MUSICAL GEOMETRY IN SELECTED PIANO WORKS 

Musical Geometry on Selected Piano Works 

In this chapter, I will demonstrate how the proposed musical geometry models can be 

broadly applied to any musical compositions. I will present nine different excerpts, from 

baroque to twentieth-century music, identifying the dichotomy of melodic (single line) 

and chordal (multiple lines) musical textures. Table 4 summarizes the piano music 

excerpts based on their pertinent musical periods—but not necessarily in chronological 

order—to classify them from simple to complex textures. Then, the musical geometrical 

structures are classified as primary, secondary, tertiary, and quaternary structures—like 

protein structures.  

First, I will present different musical textures, starting from the monophonic 

textures of baroque music that develop into dual intervallic and three-note chordal 

textures. Then, I will move to classical music with thick, fully noted chordal textures. 

Because these chords sound consonant based on the established tonality, I will also 

provide an excerpt that uses a multitonal chordal combination that creates dissonance. 

Finally, I will sketch different excerpts with prominent patterns or thematic motifs that 

are applicable throughout the selected pieces, showing different levels of geometrical 

structures. 
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Table 4. Selected Excerpts of Piano Works and Musical Textures to Be Drawn with 
Proposed Models 

Piano Works Musical textures Geometric structure 
Soler  
(1729–1783) 
Sonata No.8 in 
D♭ Major 

• Monophonic broken-chordal 
melody  

• Dual intervals with repeated notes 

• Primary structure: linear for 
monophonic texture and repetitive 
notes, and spheric shapes for dual 
interval 

• Secondary structure: triangular and 
trigonal pyramidal shapes 

Bach  
(1685–1750) 
Prelude No.4 in 
C♯ minor from 
WTC1 (BWV 
849) 

• Dual interval formed by melody 
and supported harmony notes 

• Imitating melody motif between 
treble and bass clefs 

• Primary structure: linear sequential 
structure for melodic motifs and 
spheric shape for intervals 

• Secondary structure: Parallel plane 
formed from imitating melodic motifs 
distanced by one octave range 

Mozart   
(1756–1791) 
Twelve 
Variations 
Theme, IV and 
V, K. 265 

• Two-note interval formed by two 
voice lines of melodies 

• Melody embedded in the chordal 
texture with arpeggio 
accompaniment 

• Monophonic and polyphonic 
textures 

• Primary structure: linear homophonic 
melody 

• Secondary structure: linear two-note 
interval formation between two 
homophonic pitch lines. 

• Chordal textures in hollow spheres 
• Monophonic texture 

Beethoven 
(1770–1827) 
Sonata No. 8, 
Op.13 
“Pathétique” 

• Homophonic chord progression 
of an introductory thematic 
fragment 

• Thick and thin chordal textures 

• Thick and thin chordal texture in 
hollow spheres 

Chopin  
(1810–1849) 
Étude Op. 10,  
No 2 

• Chromatic melody on the treble 
with “oom-pah” accompaniment 
on the bass 

• Primary structure: linear chromatic 
melody with beat defining chordal 
patterns 

• “Oom-pah” accompaniment 

Chopin  
(1810–1849) 
Étude Op. 25,  
No 6 

• Third intervals in trill-like 
textures on the treble 

• Melodic and chordal textures on 
the bass 

• Thirds in trills and chromatic 
ascending pattern accompanied by 
bass melodic line and chordal 
progression 

Ives  
(1874–1954) 
“Thoreau” from 
the Concord 
Sonata 

• Two different chords juxtaposed 
in arpeggio that create dissonant 
chordal texture 

• Primary structure: linear arpeggiated 
multitonal chordal textures 

Scriabin 
(1872–1915) 
Sonata No. 4, 
Op.30 

• Melody with chordal supports 
• Melody embedded between 

arpeggios and chords  
• Melody embedded between two 

different arpeggiated chords 

• Primary structure: thematic fragment 
• Secondary structure: thematic 

fragment with three different 
accompaniment styles 

• Tertiary structure: Domain I, Domain 
II, and Domain III. 
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I. Musical Geometries of Monophonic Texture and Repetitive Notes of Padre 
Antonio Soler’s Sonata No. 88 in D♭ Major 

 
First, I will focus on the monophonic texture and repetitive notes supported by harmonic 

constituents that are depicted in the helical pitch structures. A brief summary of the first 

excerpt: Padre Antonio Soler (1729–1783) is a Spanish Catalan composer whose works 

span the late baroque and early classical music eras. His keyboard sonatas, which are 

comparable to those composed by Domenico Scarlatti, an Italian composer, are mostly 

one-movement sonatas, bipartite form, dividing the works into two large and fairly 

symmetrical sections and based on two-part writing. This particular sonata, No. 88 in D♭ 

major, published in 1796, is lively and characterized with triplets of broken chord 

patterns and repeated notes of the same and different ranges in a triple meter. The first 

four measures are composed of tonic and dominant seventh chordal components that are 

written in a broken-chord style of monophonic texture that spans within an octave range, 

repeating the pattern of tonic-dominant seventh in descending motion every two 

measures. This monophonic pattern delineates the subsection within bipartite AB form—

for example, the introductory tonic section in measures 1–4 and the middle dominant 

section in measure 21 under the first A section, as well as in measure 92 under the B 

section of the sonata. Another noticeable pattern is in the middle dominant section, where 

after the monophonic pattern, the right hand plays the triplets of repeated eighth notes on 

the second and third beats coming from the second eighth note of the triplet of the first 

beat. The first triplets of every beat undergo a harmonic variation as the left hand 

supports them with a broken-chord bass line of D♭-B♭-G, fitting to the harmony of the G 
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fully diminished chord. The predominant monophonic textures of measure 1 to measure 4 

are like the primary structure of proteins, as this consists of a sequence of musical pitches. 

The collection and repetition of this pattern seems to form a secondary-like structure, as 

one could observe the parallel lines of the interval distances of an octave from the side 

view of the helix (Figure 4-2, left) while from the top view, one could also detect the 

formation of a quadrangle shape inside the helix (Figure 4-2, right). 

 The introductory and developing monophonic patterns from section A, 

specifically measures 1–4 and measures 21–22, are shown in Figures 4-1 and 4-3, 

respectively. The first measure plays the three-note D♭ chord, in descending order of D♭-

A♭-F triplets, followed by descending pitches of G♭-E♭-C in the second measure. The 

first two eighth notes of the triplets are the same pitch but are played first by the left hand 

and then by the right hand, and the triplet ends with the same pitch, but played an octave 

higher (Figure 4-1). 

 
 
 
Example 4-1: Padre Antonio Soler’s Sonata No. 88 in D♭ Major, m. 1–4 

 m.1 m.2
 

m.3 m.4 
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Figure 4-1: Primary structure of monophonic texture of broken chords of D♭ and 
A♭7 (Example 4-1). 
 
 
 

Comparing measure 1 with measure 3 and measure 2 with measure 4 in Figure 4-

1, one could observe two different geometric linear patterns in the helical spaces. One 

difference between these paired comparisons is that these geometric patterns are drawn 

an octave range lower, depicting the music moving down the range. In Figure 4-2, one 

can observe a quadrangle pattern viewed from the top of the helical space that is formed 

m.1 

m.3 m.4 

m.2 
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by two “V” or bent shapes composed of three-note broken chordal vertices of descending 

order of D♭-A♭-F and G♭-E♭-C that repeat twice in the course of the first four measures.  

 

  

   
Figure 4-2: Formation of secondary structures of mm. 1–4, plane around the helix 
(left) and mixtures of quadrangle and small triangles (right). 
 
 
  

Later, in measure 21, the monophonic texture of the A♭ chord, in ascending 

direction of A♭4-E♭4-A♭5, is written for the left hand while the right hand plays the filling 

notes of the broken octave interval of C4–C5. This is depicted on the left side of Figure 4-

3. Notice on the right side of Figure 4-3 that the collection of lines coming from A♭4, E♭4, 

and A♭5 and pointing toward C4–C5 forms a triangular shape, which is shaded with red. 

Figures 4-4.a through 4-4.c show the dual interval of the first eighth note of the triplets of 

every beat as spheric shapes, followed by the repeated filling of E♭ notes as a linear 
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structure. Figure 4-4.d shows the combination of the previous three structures together 

forming a trigonal pyramidal structure.  

 

 

 
Example 4-2: Padre Antonio Soler’s Sonata No. 88 in D♭ Major, mm. 21–22 

 
 
 
 
 

  
Figure 4-3: Linear structure of monophonic texture of A♭ chord as primary 
structure (left) and triangular structure from the collection of lines as secondary 
structure (right) from Padre Antonio Soler’s Sonata No. 88 in D♭ Major, mm. 21. 
 
 
 

21 22.a.      b.       c. 
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Figure 4-4:Primary structures of dual interval (spheric) and monophonic structure 
(linear) of G fully diminished chord (22.a–c) and trigonal pyramidal shape as 
secondary structure of entire measure (d) from Padre Antonio Soler’s Sonata No. 88 
in D♭ Major, mm. 22. 
 
 
 

II. Musical Geometries of Imitating Melody and Interval Textures of Bach’s 
WTC I: Prelude No. 4 in C♯ minor, BWV 849  

 
In this section, I will draw a monophonic melody that is supported by harmonic bass and 

chords, which are represented in a helix including the interval spheres. Bach (1685–1750), 

22.a 

22.c 

22.b 

d. 
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the master of counterpoint, composed WTC I: Prelude No. 4 in C♯ minor, BWV 849 in 

1722, with a characteristic pattern of imitating melodic motif between the treble and the 

bass that mimics a dialogue, and which is supported by single or chordal notes. In the 

first measure of this piece, the upper voice has the thematic melody fragment that sounds 

like a descending C♯ minor scale starting from its fifth note, G♯; while the lower voice 

holds one whole tonic note. Immediately after that, this melodic motif is repeated—but 

this time it is played by the lower tenor while the upper soprano voices have a two-note 

interval chord, covering this thematic motif. For its primary structure, the imitation of 

melodic texture is drawn around the helix as a linear sequential structure in which the 

upper voice is depicted in the top two parts of Figure 4-5 and the lower voice in the 

bottom two parts of the figure.  

 

 

 
Example 4-3: Bach’s WTC I: Prelude No. 4 in C♯ minor BWV 849, mm.1–2 
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Figure 4-5: Depiction of imitation of thematic melodic motif between the treble (top) 
and the bass (bottom) clefs from Example 4-3. 
 
 
 
 

The secondary structure could be formed by putting together these thematic lines 

in parallel, resulting in a plane around the helix between these two lines of imitating 

melodic fragments, which is shaded in gray in Figure 4-6. In Figure 4-7, the melodic 

motif with supporting whole notes is sketched, where the top-left figure depicts the 

intervallic relation of G♯ and C♯ and the three-note broken-chordal representation is 

within the spheric spaces. Similarly, the bottom-left figure represents the interval notes 
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G♯–E for the right hand while the left-hand reiterates the same melodic motif from 

measure 1. 

 
 

 
Figure 4-6:Formation of a plane around the helix as secondary structure of 
imitating melodic motif in treble and bass clefs that are an octave apart from each 
other. 
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Figure 4-7: Imitation of linear melodic motif with supporting one whole note in m. 1 
(top two) and dual interval in m. 2 (bottom two). 
 
 
 
 
III. Musical Geometries of Homophonic Dual Intervallic Melody, Tied Chords 

and Monophonic Texture of Mozart’s Twelve Variations on “Ah, vous dirai-
je, Maman”: Theme, Var. IV and Var. V, K265. 

  

Here, I will sketch musical geometries of the theme and two selected variations, IV and V, 

of Mozart’s (1756–1791) Twelve Variations on “Ah, vous dirai-je, Maman,” K265. This 
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composition was published as a piano solo work in Vienna in 1785. The theme is mostly 

homophonic melody except for the ornamentation played by the right hand, and it moves 

along harmonically by the bass line played by the left hand. The primary structure of the 

two monophonic lines are depicted in Figure 4-8, where melodies are indicated with solid 

green spheres with orange sequential vector lines that are viewed from the side and top 

views of the helix. One could observe from the top views that the melody sequence of the 

treble collectively creates a five-sided shape, while the bass develops three different 

kinds of triangles. The secondary structure is generated by combining these two 

monophonic lines together, and is represented in Figure 4-9: the blue hollow spheres 

represent the dual intervals, while the orange line traces the sequential melodic line and 

the green line traces the sequential bass line.  

 

 

Example 4-4: Mozart’s Twelve Variations on “Ah, vous dirai-je, Maman,” K265, 
Theme, mm. 1–8 
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Figure 4-8: Primary structure side view (top two) and top view (bottom two). 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 4-9: Secondary structure of the treble and the bass melodic lines. 
 
 
 
 

R.H L.H 

R.H L.H 
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Variation IV, in particular, is characterized by chordal textures that emphasize the 

thematic melodic phrase for the treble along the bass line, composed of arpeggiated 

harmonic and monophonic lines of I-I-IV-I and major sevenths of vi-vii-I-vi-IV-V, 

resolving into its tonic (Example 4-5). In Figure 4-10, I have represented the chordal 

textures with blue hollow spheres containing the triangles of three-note chords, which are 

followed by single pitches that are shown with green solid spheres. Note that the two-

dotted pitch letters and curved arrows depict the slurred notes of measures 98–102. The 

triplets of the arpeggiated chordal accompaniment in the bass clef are shown in Figure 4-

11 within the helical pitch space, where the orange lines indicate the chains of component 

pitches of arpeggios.  

 

 
Example 4-5: Mozart’s Twelve Variations on “Ah, vous dirai-je, Maman,” K265, 
Var. IV, m. 97–104 
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Figure 4-10: Geometrical representation of chordal textures of the treble clef from 
Mozart’s Twelve Variations on “Ah, vous dirai-je, Maman,” K265, Var. IV, m. 97–
104. 
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Figure 4-11: Musical geometries of arpeggios based on the three-note chord 
progression of I-I-IV-I-vi7-vii7-I7-vi7-IV7-V7-I from Mozart’s Twelve Variations on 
“Ah, vous dirai-je, Maman,” K265, Var. IV, m. 97–104. 
 
 
 

When the primary structures drawn in Figures 4-10 and 4-11 are put together, a 

secondary structure can be generated, which is illustrated for only the first two measures 

of Variation IV in Figure 4-12. This is a compound structure that consists of connected 

vector lines of arpeggiated chordal texture within the helix and chordal texture 

represented by a blue hollow sphere containing a three-note triangle that is accentuated 

on the first beat of every measure.  
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Figure 4-12: Illustration of secondary structure of arpeggiated accompaniment and 
chordal texture of melodic line of first beats of m. 97 and m. 98 of Mozart’s Twelve 
Variations on “Ah, vous dirai-je, Maman,” K265, Var. IV. 
 
 
 

The fifth variation is composed of monophonic texture created by the sequence of 

musical pitches between the treble and the bass clefs for the first four measures from 

measure 121 and a mixture of dual intervals on the off-beat with single pitches of bass 

line keeping the beat from measures 125–128. The musical texture at the beginning of 

this variation is both dual and sequential. Tracing its sequential pitches of treble and bass 

clefs creates triangular pathways that are illustrated at the top of  Figure 4-13. Each of 

these helices represents two measures, starting from 121 to 124. The pattern of a single 

bass note and dual intervals in higher voices is shown at the bottom of Figure 4-13 as a 

chain composed of alternating blue hollow spheres followed by green solid spheres. 

Assembling all these primary structures together, one could visualize four different 

triangle formations within the helix and a chain of spheres, as shown in Figure 4-14. 
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Example 4-6: Mozart’s Twelve Variation on “Ah, vous dirai-je, Maman,” K265, 
Var.V, mm. 121–128 

    

        

 

Figure 4-13: Musical geometries of monophonic texture in mm. 121–124 (top) and 
alternating dual interval and single pitch sequence in mm. 125–128 (bottom) from 
Mozart’s Twelve Variations on “Ah, vous dirai-je, Maman,” K265, Var. V. 
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Figure 4-14: Two main secondary structures of Mozart’s Twelve Variations on “Ah, 
vous dirai-je, Maman,” K265, Var. V: four different triangles (left) and chain of 
single notes in green spheres and dual intervals in blue spheres (right). 
 
 
 

IV. Musical Geometries of Homophonic Heavy and Light Three- and Four-Note 
Chords from Beethoven’s Piano Sonata No. 8 in C minor, Op.13, 
“Pathétique,” 1st Mov. 

 

So far, the illustrations have mainly focused on light textures of monophony along with 

dual intervals and three-note chords in piano composition. Here, I aim to depict the 

homophonic sounds of the heavy and light textures of the block chords of the 

introduction of Beethoven’s (1770–1827) Sonata No. 8 in C minor, Op. 13 “Pathétique,” 

composed in 1798. The slow, introductory block-chordal subject shown in Example 4-7 

is repeated, delineating the sections of this sonata into two main sections of exposition 

and development-recapitulation, announcing the coda toward the end of this movement. 
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 Figure 4-15 represents the progression of the first six chords of the introductory 

subject of the Grave section before the exposition. The chordal textures are drawn in the 

hollow spheric space, where the layers represent the musical pitch ranges. By observing 

different kinds of musical textures in this chord progression, one can see that these are 

based on the three- and four-note tonal harmony illustrated with triangular shapes that are 

arranged from simple two-dimensional shapes to a complex three-dimensional structure. 

The first C minor chord (1), written as a heavy chord that fits between the ranges of C2 

and C4, is illustrated with a three-dimensional structure, consisting of two triangles 

positioned one on top of the other and which are enclosed by quadrangular walls. The 

next C minor chord (2), which is played with lesser notes, is represented with a two-

dimensional triangle followed by three-dimensional trigonal pyramids (3-5), consisting of 

three- and four-note chords that end with a simple three-note dominant chord, represented 

with a two-dimensional triangle (6). 

 

  

Example 4-7: Beethoven Piano Sonata No. 8 in C minor, Op.13, “Pathétique,” Movt. 
1, m. 1 

 
1  2  3  4   5     6 
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Figure 4-15: Musical geometries of heavy and light block-chord progression 
illustrated with simple two-dimensional triangles and complex three-dimensional 
triangular structures from Beethoven Piano Sonata No. 8 in C minor, Op.13, 
“Pathétique,” Mov.1, m. 1 (from Example 4-7). 
 
 

1 2 

3
u 

4
. 

5 6 
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 Example 4-8 is the same slow, introductory subject that now is transposed into its 

dominant minor key from the original tonality of C minor. The first heavy tonal chord in 

measure 133 is a little different than the original subject because now the chord is 

extended between the range of G1 to G4 with an extra note, making this chord sound even 

fuller and thicker. Figure 4-16 illustrates the same musical geometrical patterns as shown 

in Figure 4-15, starting from a three-dimensional structure consisting of triangles and 

quadrangles, followed by simpler shapes of two-dimensional triangles and trigonal 

pyramids, exhibiting the chordal progression of six constituent chords. 

 
 

Example 4-8: Beethoven Piano Sonata No. 8 in C minor, Op.13, “Pathétique,” Movt. 
1, m. 133 

 
     1       2   3  4  5  6 
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Figure 4-16: Musical geometry of transposed chordal progression of introductory 
subject represented with three-dimensional structures of triangles and quadrangles, 
and two-dimensional triangles from Beethoven Piano Sonata No. 8 in C minor, 
Op.13, “Pathétique,” 1st Mov, m. 133 (from Example 4-8). 
  

1 2 

3 4 

5 6 
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Lastly, the introductory subject in measure 295 before the Coda section is 

depicted with similar chordal geometries as shown in Figures 4-15 and 4-16; however, 

this time the chordal progression does not start with a thick chord (which is assigned as 1 

in Figures 4-15 and 4-16). Instead, there is a silence notation that is followed by a similar 

geometrical pattern of four-note chordal trigonal pyramids and triangles. 

 

 

Example 4-9: Beethoven Piano Sonata No. 8 in C minor, Op.13, “Pathétique,” Movt. 
1, m. 295 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   (1)      2  3  4 5  6 
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Figure 4-17: Musical geometries of chordal introductory subject, with three- and 
four-note chords represented with trigonal pyramids and combined triangles from 
Beethoven Piano Sonata No. 8 in C minor, Op.13, “Pathétique,” 1st Mov, m. 295 
(Example 4-9). 
 
 
 
 
V. Musical Geometries of Chordal Texture Produced by Combination of 

Different Types of Chords Found in Charles Ives’s “Thoreau” Movement of 
the Concord Sonata 

 
In the previous example, I sketched the homophonic progression of heavy and light 

chords. To provide distinct style and use of chords in musical composition, I will 

represent a chordal texture produced from an accumulation of sequential musical pitches 

written by Charles Ives (1874–1954), an America modernist composer who often 

combines different tonalities and produces dissonant effects in his compositions. The 

Concord Sonata, first published in 1920 (with a second revised edition in 1947), consists 

2 3 4 

5 6 
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of four movements that represent the American transcendentalists: I. Emerson; II. 

Hawthorne; III. The Alcotts; and IV. Thoreau. Example 4-10 is the introductory musical 

motif of the last movement of this sonata with perceptible dissonant chords (marked with 

circles) produced by prolonged sonorities of sequential musical intervals of major third, 

minor third, perfect fifth, descending minor second, perfect fourth, major third, minor 

third, and major third, as shown in parentheses 1. Similarly, there are two different 

perfect fifths, a minor second, another two different perfect fifths, two different minor 

thirds, and a tritone in parentheses 2. These musical sequences or arpeggiated chords are 

represented in the helix from the side and top views as melodic textures, as shown in 

Figure 4-18. In addition, the chordal texture, illustrated in Figure 4-19 in a hollow spheric 

pitch space, could be sketched once the music reaches the circled chords in Example 4-10. 

By analyzing the component pitches of the fused, multitonal chord in parentheses 1, one 

could group the A major chord with two optional views: one, as a three-note chord and/or 

the other as a four-note ninth chord (green tetrahedron on the left side of Figure 4-19). 

Similarly, the D♯/E♭ major chord could be sorted as a second inversion of a major triad or 

as a major seventh chord (orange tetrahedron on the left side of Figure 4-19). Here, I 

would depict this fused, multitonal chordal sonority, consisting of the A major chord with 

its ninth chord (green lines) with the second inversion of D♯/E♭maj7 chord (orange lines) 

by incorporating the sense of touch to the aural perception, which is represented on the 

left side of Figure 4-18. The black line represents the union of these chords by its 

descending minor second interval. The same analogy of illustrating the opening arpeggio 

of parentheses 1 can be applied to parentheses 2 to represent the blending of two different 
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tonal chords. For this case, I would group them as a C♯ minor ninth chord (green lines), E 

major/minor ninth chord (blue lines), and F♯ diminished triad with its doubled tonic note 

in an octave higher and F major chord with its augmented eighth note (orange lines) as 

shown on the right side of Figure 4-19.  

 

 

Example 4-10: Charles Ives’s “Thoreau” movement of the Concord Sonata, sys. 59-1 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1 2 
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Figure 4-18: Musical geometry of melodic texture of fused chords in arpeggios, 
represented with connecting lines in helical pitch space from side view (left, top and 
bottom) and top view (right, top and bottom) from Ives’s “Thoreau” movement of 
the Concord Sonata, sys. 59-1. 
 
 

1 

2 
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Figure 4-19: Musical geometry of chordal texture of fused chords represented in a 
hollow sphere with two different-colored, three-dimensional shapes of parentheses 1 
(left) and three different-colored shapes of parentheses 2 (right) from Ives’s 
“Thoreau” movement of the Concord Sonata, sys. 59-1. 
 
 
 
 
 Lastly, the opening arpeggiated element is repeated at the end of this movement, 

sys. 68-5. Using the same methodology as shown in Figures 4-18 and 4-19, the melodic 

and chordal textures are sketched in a helix and hollow sphere, respectively. Note that 

two different octaves are included in the helix, with interval geometry represented by the 

blue ovals on the left side of Figure 4-20. Looking at Figure 4-21, one could expect that 

the final fused chord is based on three different chords blending, as the green triangle 

represents the A minor chord, the orange trigonal pyramid represents the A major chord 

with its M9th note, and the blue trigonal pyramid represents the D♯/E♭ chord. Again, the 

black line represents the same descending minor second interval that was depicted in the 

first opening arpeggios. 

 

 

2 1 
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Example 4-11: Charles Ives’s “Thoureau” movement of the Concord Sonata, sys. 68-
5 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 4-20: Musical geometry of melodic texture of “Thoreau,” opening arpeggio 
and interval oval shapes for octaves from side view (left) and top view (right) from 
Ives’s “Thoureau” movement of the Concord Sonata, sys.  68-5. 
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Figure 4-21: Musical geometry of fused chordal texture of three different tonal 
chords of modified opening arpeggio from Ives’s “Thoureau” movement of the 
Concord Sonata, sys. 68-5. 
 
 
 
 
VI. Musical Geometries of Ascending and Descending Chromatic Scale Melody 

with Chordal Accompaniment of Chopin Étude Op.10, No.2 
  

Chopin (1810–1849) Étude No. 2 of the Op. 10, composed in 1829, is popular for its 

perpetual ascending and descending chromatic scale that is played by weak fingers of 3-

4-5 of the right hand while the left hand supports mostly with “oom-pah” chordal 

accompaniment in 4/4 meter. The first of four sixteenth notes of every beat have chordal 

texture, followed by monophonic chromatic scale texture. The left side of Figure 4-22 

represents the right hand’s chromatic scale pattern that fits along the helical line in the 

musical range of n4 to n6, and the right side of the figure depicts the triadic chords with 

triangles along this chromatic scale line, omitting the hollow sphere. Figure 4-23 
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demonstrates how the “oom-pah” chordal accompaniment played by the left hand can be 

sketched. The solid spheres are one note that sounds like “oom,” and the triangles are the 

three-note chord representation that sounds like “pah.”  

 

 

Example 4-12: Chopin’s Étude Op. 10, No. 2, mm. 1–2 

 

 

 

   

Figure 4-22: Representation of right hand ascending and descending chromatic 
scales as melodic texture around the helical line (left), and three-note chordal 
texture with triangles along the melodic texture (right). 
 
 

a      b         c             d       e              f   g     h  
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Figure 4-23: Musical geometries of the “oom-pah” accompaniment style of the left 
hand. Single notes are represented with solid spheres and three-note chords with 
triangles. 
 
 
 
 

Analyzing the chordal texture in the vertical direction of the music, I aspire to 

draw the chordal texture formed by musical textures of both treble and bass clefs within a 

layered, hollow, spherical space, as illustrated in Figure 4-24. The resulting sketches of 

every beat are in an alternating sequence of trigonal pyramids and compound shapes of 

two triangles at the bottom and top as the floor and the ceiling, enclosed by three 

quadrangular walls, and a simple triangle for the last three-note chord. 
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b 

c d 

e f 

a 
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Figure 4-24: Depiction of chordal textures of every beat, formed by combination of 
chromatic scale-like melody and its accompaniment in Chopin’s Étude Op. 10 No.2, 
mm. 1–2 (from Example 4-12). 
 
 
 

Amalgamating all these primary structures together, Figure 4-25 shows the 

chordal textures with hollow blue spheres, which I suggest visualizing as containing all 

the detailed two-dimensional and three-dimensional shapes depicted in Figures 4-22 and 

4-23. Along the chromatic scale represented in the helix, the resulting secondary structure 

would be of a chromatic helical line with intercalated chordal spheres for every four 

sixteenth notes. 

g h 
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Figure 4-25: Secondary structure consisting of chromatic helical line with 
intercalated chordal spheres for every four sixteenth notes from Chopin’s Étude Op. 
10 No.2, mm. 1–2. 
 
 
 

VII. Musical Geometries of Trill and Chromatic Patterns of Thirds in Chopin’s 
Étude Op 25, No. 6, mm. 1–6 

 
The main characteristic of Chopin’s Étude Op. 25, No. 6, which was composed in 1836, 

is the exhaustive thirds in the right hand with broadly spread chordal accompaniments 

and three-note chord progression on the left hand toward the main thematic motif. I will 

analyze the right hand first, which plays a pattern of trill-like thirds of D♯-B and E-C♯ in 

measures 1–3. When this pattern is heard and then thought of vertically, it is as the 

alternation of B-D♯ and C♯-E dyads. On the other hand, when it is thought of horizontally, 

it can be considered as two melodic lines—one superior melodic line composed of 

alternating pitches of D♯ and E and a second, inferior melodic line of alternating pitches 

of B and C♯. To satisfy the geometries of dyads and melodic line, on the left side of 

Figure 4-26, I have drawn each dyad as two solid spheres bound linearly, which can be 
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visualized as contained within an imaginary hollow sphere. Then, these dyads can be 

mapped along two helical pitch spaces, as illustrated on the right side of Figure 4-26, and 

the overall action of alternating thirds in the first two measures could be depicted as a 

zigzagging pattern (Figure 4-27). Here, I imagine that there are two different textures of 

sound, making the trill of thirds. The first type of line is the one that connects the interval 

of thirds that represent the vertical axis of the musical notes of the score. And the second 

type connects between the musical pitches of the upper voice, where the D♯-E-D♯-E line 

has an alternating pattern of ascending and descending intervals of minor seconds, while 

the lower voice forms ascending and descending intervals of major seconds. 

 

 

Example 4-13: Chopin’s Étude Op. 25, No. 6, mm. 1–2 

  

                    

Figure 4-26: Musical geometry illustration of a third interval: a two-note chord 
(left), and alternate bindings of two different thirds in helical space (right) from 
Chopin’s Étude Op. 25, No. 6, m. 1. 
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Figure 4-27: Alternate bindings of two different thirds as “zigzagging” pattern in 
Chopin’s Étude Op. 25, No. 6, mm. 1–4. 
 
 

 

In measures 3 and 4, the left hand plays G♯-minor–based chords with varied 

leading pitches in arpeggiated texture. This can be represented around the helical 

structure as the pitches jump within two octave ranges of the helix (Figure 4-28). When 

combining the geometrical structure of the right hand’s trills of thirds with the left hand’s 

arpeggiated G♯ chords, the resulting structure can be drawn as a more complex and 

combined geometrical structure—as illustrated in Figure 4-29—that exemplifies the first 

two beats of measure 3. While the treble minor thirds are drawn within hollow spheres, 

which are confined in a zigzag space, the bass eighth notes are stretched within the 

helical pitch line and are connected to each pair of sixteenth notes of thirds. The orange 

lines indicate the harmonic sound pairing between the right hand’s thirds and the left 

hand’s base note (Figure 4-29, left). 
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Example 4-14: Chopin’s Étude Op. 25, No. 6, mm. 3–4 

Figure 4-28: Arpeggiated G♯ chords with varied patterns from Chopin’s Étude Op. 
25, No. 6, mm. 3–4. 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 4-29: Combination of musical geometrical structures of right hand’s thirds 
in zigzag and left hand’s arpeggiated G♯-D♯-B of Chopin’s Étude Op. 25, No. 6, 
mm. 3. 
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In measures 5 and 6, the right hand plays an ascending chromatic scale of thirds, 

which is represented in a smooth double-helix structure as shown in Figure 4-30, while 

the left hand plays a descending parsimonious triadic chord progression in Example 4-15, 

which is represented with triangles in Figure 4-31. The combination of these two primary 

structures in these measures could be illustrated as a double helix with dangling triangles 

of three-note chords for its secondary structure, as is shown in Figure 4-32. This is 

another example of a compound structure, where the helical lines move in the opposite 

direction to the descending chordal progression, indicated with red arrows. The overall 

summary of geometrical structures of this musical excerpt are illustrated in the Figure 4-

33. 

 

 

Example 4-15: Chopin’s Étude Op. 25, No. 6, mm. 5–6 

 

 
 a             b   c  d        e         f          g      h 
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Figure 4-30: Right hand’s upper (green) and lower (orange) chromatic lines and 
ascending chromatic thirds in a double helix structure, from Chopin’s Étude Op. 25, 
No. 6, mm. 5–6. 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

a b 

c d 
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Figure 4-31: Left hand’s three-note chord, illustrated as triangular structures using 
trigonometric calculations, from Chopin’s Étude Op. 25, No. 6, mm. 5–6 (Example 
4-15). 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 4-32: Right hand’s ascending (the red double arrows) chromatic thirds 
(green and orange) in double helix and left hand’s descending (blue arrow) chordal 
progression (triangles and blue arrow) of Chopin’s Étude Op. 25, No. 6, mm. 5. 
 
 

h g 

e f 
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Figure 4-33: Summary of musical geometries in musical context for Chopin’s Étude 
Op. 25, No. 6, mm. 1–6. 
 
 
 
                
VIII. Musical Geometries of Melodic Texture with Varied Chordal and 

Arpeggiated Accompaniment Textures of Scriabin Piano Sonata No. 4, Op. 
30, Mov. 1 

  

In this section, my purpose is to sketch the melodic texture of the introductory fragment 

of the first musical theme, which is repeated three times and accompanied with different 

textures of chordal and arpeggiated harmonies. The first movement of Scriabin’s (1872–

1915) Piano Sonata No. 4, Op. 30, composed in 1903, is written in F♯ major with 
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nonclassical or “jazzy” harmony created by augmented sixth chord and other chords with 

added sevenths, ninths, and some other notes in a traditional tripartite sonata form. 

Example 4-16 illustrates the first melodic theme, in which major and minor three-note 

chords are used sparingly inside the parentheses. The melodic theme of the treble is 

introduced after the B major seventh chord (B-F♯-A♯) and progresses chromatically in a 

descending direction with varied and altered seventh chords. While the illustration on the 

left side of Figure 4-34 represents the melodic texture of the treble in a helix, the 

illustration on the right represents the interval and chordal textures that would be 

contained in hollow spheres. The seventh chordal accompaniment of this theme, which 

can be drawn like triadic chords, is illustrated in Figure 4-35, where the slurred notes are 

represented with two dotted pitch letters.  

 

 
Example 4-16: Scriabin’s Piano Sonata No. 4, Op. 30 in F♯ Major, mm. 1–3 

 
 
 
 

 a      b     c      d     e   f 
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Figure 4-34: Musical geometries of melodic (left) and chordal (right) textures of the 
first fragment of the musical theme on the right hand of Scriabin’s Piano Sonata No. 
4, Op. 30, mm. 1–3. 
 
 
 
 

          
 

           
 

a b 

c d 
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Figure 4-35: Musical geometries of chordal texture of varied and altered seventh 
chords on the left hand from Scriabin Piano Sonata No. 4, Op. 30, mm. 1–3 (from 
Example 4-16). 
 
 
 

The melodic subject of the treble clef accompanied by the chordal sequence of the 

bass clef is sketched in a two-dimensional space, which is shown in Figure 4-36 with the 

same numbering as Example 4-17. These musical geometries are based on triangles and 

quadrangles, or a mixture of these two basic musical chordal shapes. Note that intervals 

bigger than an octave are indicated with the addition of more interval(s). These two-

dimensional shapes are also illustrated in hollow spheres with more complex and 

compound three-dimensional geometrical shapes by tracing their constituent pitches of 

harmony, which are taken from Example 4-18 and alphabetically ordered in Figure 4-37. 

Here, Scriabin’s chordal shapes are arranged from a simple triangle, to trigonal pyramids, 

to a tetrahedron, to a trigonal bipyramid, and lastly, to a compound shape of triangles and 

quadrangles. Figure 4-37.h shows two triangular planes that are enclosed by three twisted 

quadrangular walls, and Figure 4-37.j illustrates a tetrahedron with traces of internal 

triangles. 

 

e f 
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Example 4-17: Scriabin’s Piano Sonata No. 4, Op. 30 in F♯ Major, mm. 1–3 

 

 

 
 

 

   1 

  1 

   2 

    2    3 

 3 
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Figure 4-36: Musical geometries of chordal and single-note textures forming 
harmonic sounds from both hands, illustrated in two-dimensional space from 
Scriabin’s Piano Sonata No. 4, Op. 30 in F♯ Major, mm. 1–3 (from Example 4-17). 
 
 
 
 
Example 4-18: Scriabin’s Piano Sonata No. 4, Op. 30 in F♯ Major, mm. 1–3 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 a      b       c   d  e     f   g  h  i   j 

a b 

 3 (cont.) 
(cont.) 
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e f 

g h 

c d 
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Figure 4-37: Musical geometries of chordal textures depicted in a hollow sphere 
space as (a) triangle, (b) trigonal pyramid, (c) tetrahedron, (d) trigonal bipyramid, 
(e) trigonal pyramid, (f) tetrahedron, (g) trigonal bipyramid, (h) two triangular 
planes enclosed by three quadrangular walls, (i) triangle, and (j) tetrahedron with 
internal triangles—from Scriabin’s Piano Sonata No. 4, Op. 30 in F♯ Major, mm. 1–
3 (from Example 4-18). 
 
 
 

As previously mentioned, the first thematic material is repeated starting at 

measure 35 and measure 43 with different styles of accompaniment. Example 4-19 

illustrates the chordal accompaniment that is played by the right hand as well as 

arpeggiated accompaniment, with an emphasis on the melodic theme played by the left 

hand and written on three staves. The immediate image I visualize is that of the melodic 

line of the theme being sandwiched between two different kinds of accompaniments. 

Figure 4-38 illustrates the simple three-note chords of the right hand as triangles in 

hollow spheres that descend chromatically from A♯ to A♮ to G♯ in measures 35–37 in two 

sets of quadruplets. Figure 4-39 illustrates the arpeggiated accompaniment along the helix 

with blue hollow spheres, which represent intervals; light green solid balls, representing 

single pitches; and dark green spheres, representing the emphasis of melody.  

 

j i 
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Example 4-19: Scriabin’s Piano Sonata No. 4, Op. 30 in F♯ Major, mm. 35–37 

 

  
 
 

  
 

b c d e 

a b 

a 
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Figure 4-38: a–e. Musical geometries of right-hand, three-note chordal textures 
represented with triangles in hollow spheres and corresponding with Example 4-19 
from Scriabin’s Piano Sonata No. 4, Op. 30 in F♯ Major, mm. 35–37. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

c d 

e 
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Figure 4-39: Musical geometries of left-hand arpeggiated chords represented with 
vector lines in helix, from side view (left) and top view (right), from Example 4-19, 
mm. 35–37. Note that blue-shaded spheres represent interval texture, and dark 
green solid spheres among the light green solid spheres emphasize the melodic 
theme. 
 

m. 36 

m. 37 

m. 35 
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 When the primary structures of both hands’ parts are put together, a secondary 

structure could be sketched—as seen in Figure 4-40, where the top illustration represents 

a detailed sketch of the musical pitches of measures 35–37, while the bottom illustration 

represents the measure in a more simplified way. In the top illustration, the collection of 

three-note chords, drawn as blue spheres with internal triangles, are labeled as “compact 

chordal spheres” and the collection of arpeggiated single and interval spheres are labeled 

as “loose single and interval spheres,” arranged in a zigzagged line. The orange line 

highlights the melodic line of the theme that is embedded between these two structures. 

 

 

 

Figure 4-40: Musical geometries of right and left hands’ parts as compact chordal 
spheres that represent three-note chordal textures, an orange line that highlights the 
melodic texture of the theme, and loose single and interval spheres arranged in a 
zigzag that represent the arpeggiated chordal textures from Example 4-19.  
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 The last repetition of melodic theme happens in measure 43, which is 

accompanied with two different arpeggiated accompaniments (Example 4-20). The 

difference from the previous example is that this time the right hand plays the same 

chordal harmony, but in arpeggiated textures. Figure 4-41 provides the descending and 

ascending patterns of arpeggios in helices, where the vector lines indicate the sequence of 

component pitches of the chords according to the alphabetical order of Example 4-20. 

The left hand’s arpeggio with emphasis on the melodic theme is maintained so its musical 

geometry sketch is the same as in Figure 4-40. Again, combining these primary structures 

of both hands produces a complex structure of small, compact zigzagged lines and loose 

single and interval spheres with an internal larger zigzag than the right-hand part. The 

melodic line would fit between these zigzags, as shown in Figure 4-42. 

 
 
 
Example 4-20: Scriabin’s Piano Sonata No. 4, Op. 30 in F♯ Major, mm. 43–45 

 
 

 

a b c d 

e 

f 
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Figure 4-41: Musical geometries of descending and ascending arpeggiated chords in 
helix with vector lines indicating the sequential pitches of the right-hand part, from 
Scriabin’s Piano Sonata No. 4, Op. 30 in F♯ Major, mm. 43–45 (from Example 4-20). 
 
 
 

a b 

c d 

e f 
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Figure 4-42: Secondary structure of musical geometries that depict top arpeggiated 
chordal textures as a small compact zigzag, an orange line that highlights the 
melodic texture of the theme, and bottom arpeggiated chordal texture as loose single 
and interval spheres arranged in zigzag (from Example 4-20). 
 
 
 
 
 Lastly, the Scriabin example can be thought of as tertiary and quaternary 

structures, like proteins. The tertiary structure would be the overall structure of individual 

accompaniments of three variations of the thematic line. The first overall structure of 

Example 4-17 would be the melodic line texture with chordal accompaniment; the second 

overall structure would be the melodic line texture between two spherical shapes of 

different sizes (Example 4-19); and the last overall structure is the melodic line texture 

between a zigzag and a spherical shape (Example 4-20). Now, considering each overall 

tertiary structure as a subunit or domain, the first movement of this Sonata contains three 
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domains that can be depicted as shown in Figure 4-43, representing the three different 

styles of accompaniment of the thematic material.  

 

 

 

Figure 4-43: Tertiary and quaternary structures of fragment of thematic texture 
with three different styles and textures of accompaniment in Scriabin’s Sonata No. 
4, Op. 30. 
 
 
  

Sketching the actual sounds of the piano music excerpts was more challenging 

than drawing the basic model geometries of theoretical intervals and chords. For this 

reason, I will mention in the summary some of the alternative views of musical 

geometries that I considered as I was rationalizing my perception of images from the 

musical sounds, as well as provide further research suggestions. 

Domain I 

Domain II 

Domain III 
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CHAPTER FIVE: CONCLUSION 

This dissertation has introduced spherical and helical musical space models to represent 

two-dimensional and three-dimensional musical geometries based on the propagative and 

aggregative musical pitches in musical compositions. Within these spaces, various 

geometrical models present a way to reorganize musical textures from microscopic to 

macroscopic views of chords and melodies, examining music like chemistry and 

classifying music into primary, secondary, tertiary, and quaternary structures comparable 

to protein structures in selected excerpts of music. Furthermore, by carefully sketching 

my perceptions on paper, this study offers more insights into my type of synesthesia and 

the associated cognitive process that mainly visualizes musical sound as visual geometry. 

The main purpose of the proposed models is the application of the chemical 

bonding analogy to the composition of musical harmony composed of pitch, interval, 

chord, and melody to generate musical geometries of simple to more complex and 

compound structures. Hence, one of the contributions of this study is to bridge together 

the disciplines of music, mathematics, geometry, and chemistry. In order to do so, I have 

specifically employed the concepts of ideal interval frequency ratios, cosine function of 

trigonometry, and VSEPR theory to draw the basic musical geometries of tonal 

theoretical intervals, chords, and melodies.  
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One of the challenges of this study was to produce systematic drawings after 

rationalizing the perceived musical sounds into geometries. The geometrical constraints 

sometimes interrupt the spontaneous visual abstracts that represent the acoustic 

expression of musical pitches related to musical elements such as articulation, rhythm, 

and dynamic, and this in itself is another matter to think about and include in the musical 

geometries based on perception. As piano music in particular can be dissected 

horizontally and vertically as well as divided and combined into both right- and left-hand 

components, the task of drawing musical geometries of non-homophonic textures and full 

chords extending more than one octave range is thought-provoking because in some 

particular cases, I have to factor another sense—the tactile—into synesthesia. 

In addition, sketching the musical geometries of excerpts of real works was very 

different from drawing the basic theoretical intervals and chords, as music is versatile and 

composed of countless combinations and sequences of musical pitches. This idea of 

exploring music related to chemistry is merely a beginning. As I come to the conclusion 

of this dissertation, I want to include some future directions for this area of study: 

● Exploration of more note-composed chords based on jazz music theory as well as 

atonal music, and association of their sounds to further translation into 

geometrical models.   

● Additional musical geometrical drawings for a wider range of composers to 

recognize their characteristic musical language depicted with geometrical shapes 

along with prominent patterns. 
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● Explanation of the synesthetic experience of regrouping or reorganizing the 

sounds of complex/combined musical pitches, based on the culturalization of 

chordal sounds as part of the cognitive process. 

 

More Suggestive Musical Geometries of Five-, Six- and Seven-Note Chords 

In Chapter Three, I described simple models of three- and four-note chords that are 

fundamental components of tonal music theory. Here, I introduce a few examples of 

musical geometry: five-note chords (which are known as “ninth” chords) that are drawn 

as trigonal bipyramidal; and six-note (“eleventh”) and seven-note (“thirteenth”) chords 

that are drawn as compound structures. Because I group the component pitches of five- 

and six-note chords into subgroups of three-note chords or four-note chords, I want to 

note that it was not my intention to draw parsimonious chords as I sketched the five- and 

six-note chords. Following the outlined steps of three-note chord drawing, I will sketch 

the following chords of  Cmaj9 (C-E-G-B-D) and C9 (C-E-G-B♭-D) in Figure 5-1; 

C9♯11(C-E-G-B-D-F♯) and C11 (C-E-G-B♭-D-F) in Figure 5-2; and lastly, Cmaj13 (C-E-G-

B-D-F♯-A) and  C13 (C-E-G-B♭-D-F-A) in Figure 5-3.  

As shown on the left side of Figure 5-1, one can observe that the five-note chords 

share two different geometrical shapes—triangles and parallelograms on a two-

dimensional plane—contained within an overall shape of a trapezoid. In the Cmaj9 chord, 

the trapezoid C4E4B4D5 is composed of three subgroups of triangles that represent the 

three-note chords C4E4G4, E4G4B4, and G4B4D4, and two shared parallelograms of 

C4E4G4B4 and E4G4B4D4 chords. Simultaneously, this Cmaj9 chord is transformed into a 
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mixture of two- and three-dimensional geometrical shapes. The three-dimensional 

tetrahedral of Em7 is formed by folding along the segment G4B4 of the triangle G4B4D5 in 

the trapezoid, while retaining a two-dimensional quadrangular shape of Cmaj7 at the 

bottom with the base triangle E4G4B4 between the axial positions of C4 and D5. 

Likewise, the musical geometry of C9 chord is composed of a trapezoid with three 

subgroups of triangles of three-note chords of C4E4G4, E4G4B♭4, and G4B♭4D4; and two 

subgroups of parallelograms of four-note chords of C4E4G4B♭4 and E4G4B♭4D4. 

However, this C9 chord is converted from a two-dimensional trapezoid to a three-

dimensional trigonal bipyramid, which is composed of two internal tetrahedrons of a C7 

chord and an Eo7 chord that are joined by a base triangle, E4G4B♭4. The curved arrows 

drawn in the trapezoid of the C9 chord indicate that the segment E3G4 is folded to the 

bottom while the segment G4B♭4 is folded to the top to produce a trigonal bipyramid. 
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Example 5-1: Cmaj9 and C9 chords 

           

                       

             

Figure 5-1: Musical geometries of Cmaj9 (top) and C9 (bottom) from two-
dimensional trapezoids (left side) to three-dimensional compound shapes (right side) 
of internal quadrangles (two diagonal dashed lines) and tetrahedrons (one dashed 
line). 
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Similarly, the six-note chord, in this case C9(♯11), consists of eight different three-

note chords and four quadrangles within an overall shape of a parallelogram, C4E4D5F♯5. 

The internal quadrangles are two trapezoids and two parallelograms. The three-note 

chords are C4E4G4, E4G4B4, C4E4B4, C4G4B4, G4B4D5, B4D5F♯5, G4B4F♯5, and G4D5F♯5. 

The four-note chords are C4E4G4B4, E4G4B4D5, G4B4D5F♯5, and G4B4D5F♯5. At the top of 

Figure 5-2, the large two-dimensional parallelogram C4E4D5F♯5 can be folded (like the 

previous models) by following the arrows along the segment G4B4 to generate a 

compound geometry of two two-dimensional quadrangular shapes of Cmaj7 and Gmaj7 

chords, and one three-dimensional tetrahedral shape of Em7. In the same way, the overall 

parallelogram C4E4D5F5 of the C11 chord can be internally subgrouped into eight three-

note chords: C4E4G4, E4G4B♭4, C4E4B♭4, C4G4B♭4, G4B♭4D5, B♭4D5F5, G4B♭4F5, and 

G4D5F5 as well as four four-note chords, C4E4G4B♭4, E4G4B♭4D5, G4B♭4D5F5, and 

G4B♭4D5F5. The bottom of Figure 5-2 shows two curved arrows that indicate where it 

should be folded along the segments G4B♭4 and G4D5 to transform this two-dimensional 

parallelogram into a three-dimensional compound shape comprised of three tetrahedral 

shapes of C7, Eo7, and Go7 chords.   
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Example 5-2: C9(♯11) and C11 chords 

 

           

            

Figure 5-2: Musical geometries of C9(♯11) (top) and C11 (bottom) from two-
dimensional parallelogram (left side) to three-dimensional compound shapes (right 
side) of internal quadrangle (two diagonal dashed lines) and tetrahedron (one 
dashed line). 
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 Finally, the seven-note chords Cmaj13 and C13 are depicted in Figure 5-3. In the 

two-dimensional plane, these chords are depicted with two trapezoids—one in an upright 

position and the other in an upside-down position—joined by its major seventh or minor 

seventh note. Therefore, in the three-dimensional space, these seventh interval notes are 

the common point, where a two-dimensional quadrangle and a three-dimensional 

tetrahedron meet, resulting in a three-dimensional compound structure. The lower portion 

of the musical geometry of the Cmaj13 chord is composed of a two-dimensional 

quadrangle of the Cmaj7 chord, while the upper portion is a three-dimensional 

tetrahedron of the Bm7 chord. Conversely, the C13 chord consists of a three-dimensional 

tetrahedron of the C7 chord in the upper portion of the overall structure, while a two-

dimensional quadrangle of the B♭maj7 chord is in the lower position. 
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Example 5-3: Cmaj13 and C13 chords 

 
 

            

              

Figure 5-3: Musical geometries of Cmaj13 (top) and C13 (bottom) from two two-
dimensional trapezoids (left side) to three-dimensional compound shapes (right 
side), consisting of a tetrahedron (one dashed line) and a quadrangle (two diagonal 
dashed lines). 
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Some Remarks Concerning the Musical Geometry Sketches and STEAM (Science, 
Technology, Engineering, Arts, and Math) teaching tool 
 
Bearing in mind that these figures originate from musical sound, I want to mention that 

musical sound alone can develop different musical geometry than what comes from 

integrating senses of sound and touch. For instance, in the introduction I discussed 

Beethoven’s “Pathétique” as providing one of my initial perceptions of musical 

geometries. Here, I will present the first thick C minor chord of the sonata, which I show 

in Figure 5-5 as an octahedral geometry from sound perception only. It differs from 

Figure 1-11, which depicts a combination of a triangle and quadrangle by sound and 

playing on the piano. In Figure 5-4, I demonstrate that the component pitches of the C 

minor chord can be internally regrouped according to three- (top) or four-note chords 

(bottom). One could observe in the four-note chord grouping that the C in the middle, 

between the lowest and highest Cs, is present in all forms of inverted chords. This is the 

central pitch and is the point of my geometry that holds tightly two different ranges of 

internal component pitches of the C minor chord, and which forms the base quadrangle of 

the three-dimensional octahedral shape. In the two-dimensional plane of Figure 5-5, I 

depict the vertical axis composed of C2-C3-C4 (two-octave interval) first, followed by 

drawing the root position of the C minor chord at the bottom and its first inversion at the 

top in the three-dimensional plane. Similarly, this kind of discernment recurred when I 

regrouped different tonal chords from the fused multi-tonal chords of the opening 

arpeggios of Ives’s “Thoreau” of the Concord Sonata, which would depend on the 

pianist’s familiarity with and culturalization of musical sounds as well as his/her sense of 

touch. It is also important to mention that my proposed models differ from the traditional 
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tonal theorical models in that pitches of different ranges, for example C1, C2 . . . C8, are 

all considered as the same C, which is cyclic around the circle of twelve pitches that 

excludes the musical ranges of pitches. However, I do consider distinction of the same 

pitch in different ranges because the proposed pitch spaces—the layered hollow spheres 

and helical spaces—are often denoted with n0 to n8, representing all 88 notes of keyboard 

instruments. Finally, the musical geometries of the root chord and its inversions are 

distinguished by geometries that are generated based on the determination of the longest 

interval within the chord, which is the base edge of a geometrical shape.  

 

Example 5-4: Cm chord in a range of two octaves 

 

    

            

 

Figure 5-4: Two alternative ways of grouping of Cm chord based on three-note (top) 
and four-note (bottom) chords to produce musical geometry. 
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Figure 5-5: Musical geometry of the first Cm chord from Beethoven’s Sonata 
“Pathétique” introductory motif drawn from sound perception only (without tactile 
sense involved). 
 
 
 

In the process of sketching three-note musical geometries, I also thought about 

integrating the musical sounds of triangles with the principles of trigonometry as a 

STEAM teaching tool. Intervals are expressed in distance, representing the edges of the 

triangle. Then, these edges provide further information such as area, perimeter, and all 

three component angles that add up to 180 degrees. The practice of hand-drawing this 

triangle on paper by assigning intervals, positioning three musical pitch vertices, 

measuring the angles with the transporter, and tracing the lines with a ruler demonstrates 

the connection of mathematics, geometry, and music—associating sound with geometry.  

In conclusion, examining music more chemically, I reaffirm musical pitches are 

like atoms. Just as atoms are often separated as metals and nonmetals in the periodic 

table, musical pitches and intervals can be broadly classified as consonant and dissonant. 
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The versatility of musical composition allows each pitch to make unlimited connections 

with other pitches in any fixed musical range; however, in my thinking each pitch has 

twelve other pitches it can connect with. As chemical elements are also ordered according 

to their valence electrons, chords could be different classes of amino acids in a protein 

that supports melodies, which act like the important genetic materials that are useful to 

conceive a musical composition and develop them through a musical piece. With the 

concepts of thermodynamics in mind, the musical pitches initially could be ordered and 

fixed on the keyboard in semitones, which would mimic the first state of an ordered 

system. What would happen next is that a musical composition originating from the 

composer’s mind and imagination would form from musical pitches that undergo some 

phase transition and disorder—or “entropy,” chemically speaking—that ultimately would 

arrive at a new state of an ordered system, giving birth to new sounds of musical 

composition.  
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